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Sara and the Huckster got the keys to the highway
By RUSS SMITH

Sara and the Huckster are on the prowl.
again.

After snooping in every run down
saloon south of Monterey, the two
bandits abandoned their search for the
Mexican Answer. A year's wasted time
and pesos convinced them that the

- Mexicans simply had not been
questioned.

Sara was reluctant to set afoot once
more, weary of the ceaseless jetting and
tiring train trips, tickets traded for
headaches and the Huckster's quicktricks.
Of course, most of the time it was by
thumb. Sara thought of the Huckster's
increased piracy on the road, and the
scrapes with the porkers that exhausted
three days wages and two weeks supply
of aggravation. The men in blue never got
along with larcenous bastards like the
Huckster.
Then again-, Mexico wps nowhere to

settle. Too many grisly sights for an
already battered soul to see. Dilapidated
U.S. railroad cars used to house three
generations of pioneer Mexicans. Outdoor
markets that featured scores of pathetic
beggars, their eyes glued on the huge legs
of lamb hung outside in the heat. Sara
thought it was lamb, but there were so
many flies. . . And the con men
themselves, middle aged and beat, preying
on all the terrified or cocky Americans
from backward cities like New York and
San Francisco. A con a minute.

Sadly, there would be no more boozy
bullfights on Sunday afternoons, no more
escapes into the blur of aficianados,
kerchief waving Mexicans, a blur that
wildly ballooned every time a bull bowed
out. Worst of all, no more walks along the
boulevards of Mexico City, where mixed
nationalities are caught in the same traffic
snarl, and mad bicyclists weave through
the over populated streets. It seemed
impossible, but everything meshed
together, like a Northeastern city never
could. The Mexicans liked people and
Sara liked that. The Huckster had no
comment.
So they rushed up from the south,

chasing Texas cowboys on four lane
highways, shooting sunset snapshots in
backwoods Tennessee, getting spat on
and stoned at Virginia truck stops in the
blackest parts of the nights, and whizzing
along on the new D.C. Metro, watching
cherry blossoms form one continous
jagged pink, partitioned by telephone
poles. They were in Baltimore for the St.
Patrick's Day parade, in time to see the

troops file down Cathedral St., waving to
a shivering mass of parents, spouses,
Irishmen and cut-rate politicians.
Up to New England they were bound,

up to the wintertime. The Huckster had
never been north of Nutley, N.J., and was
just aching to see why those damn New
Englanders are still stereotyped as the
"honest" segment of the country's
population. He fully expected to see
cuthroats and shysters, waiting on city
corners, ready to slice him a-way.

BOSTON TO HANOVER (RT. 128)
(from Sara's journal) "I'm standing on
this goddam toll booth runway for two
hours, right, holding a sign clearly marked
NEW HAMPSHIRE, marked in
fluorescent blue ink, and car after car
passes the Huckster and I. I know we're
in the right lane, it says NORTH right
above me, and still all these green plated
Vermont and New Hampshire cars fly by.
I mean; they ain't all headin' down for
the ninth at Yonkers. Live free or die,
what bullshit. Nothing left to do, 'cept
psyche the drivers out, stare into their
paranoic eyes, look for the college kids in
VW's, the assholes who never pick up
hitchhikers, they gesture with hands to
say hey man, I'd like to, but I'm going
the other way, and so I rave in the law
point my finger and say c'mon shithead
what else can ya show me?

"Finally, this ex-cop picks us up and
whhhirrr, we're on the path to Hanover,
up past Nashua, riding in porsches witlz
priggish Harvard Law students, smoking
skinny joints in beat up bakery trucks,
telling stories with a wagon full of high
school girls who could hardly drive. The
last hitch to Hanover stranded me in a
doze. I slinked in the front seat of this
colonel's Volvo, bobbing up and down,
seeing the forests as a new amusement
rick or frenzied schoolyard each time I
blinked out the window. The night was
untainted by street lights, and it seemed
we were following a parallel path in some
one-shot dimension. The only sound was
the hissing of the tires, crushing and
squishing the snow and slush. Hanover b.)
midnight."

HANOVER, N.H.
Interviewer: And Hanover?
The Huckster: Uh, well, frankly,

Hanover threw me. First the snow and
wind. In Boston it had been seventy
degrees, and we blended into the
backdrop of leather and craft shops,
exotic ice cream parlors, and troupes of

heading tolyards
mimists, all in Harvard Square. But I'll be
damned if it isn't a chilly trail from
Boston to Hanover, a drop of fifty
degrees in two hours.

Hanover suits me fine to turn a deal,
what with all those Dartmouth kids. But
once you leave town, prices go down and
out of state plates disappear. Hanover just
isn't real New Hampshire, save that
stinkin' snow.
(The Huckster was at Dartmouth for

just three days before he was shouting
out promo for their annual Winter
Carnival. When asked about the fee, he
just grinned.) (The Huckster's Pitch)
"Got your tickets for the Winter
Carnival? I've never been there, but Lord,
what a grand scene it must be! Snow
gorillas with carrots speared through their
noses, and corn cob pipes lit in their
frosted mouths! The ski team will romp
across the dell in front of Baker Hall,
modeling the newest fashions in winter
wear. No, I've never seen the Winter
Carnival, but friends, you can feel it in
the air, it's winter and time to party in
Hanover! The Winter Carnival, classes
stop, and we all get iced over, glassed in,
the Winter Carnival! I'm gonna take these
tickets to New Orleans and rip 'em up!
Gonna toss those long bourbon drinks
right down the john! Meet y'all at the
Dartmouth Winter Carnival, been there,
but hell, why not!
And down to Troy thumbed Sara and

the Huckster, twenty four hours before,
ahem, the grand Dartmouth Winter
Carnival.

TROY, N.Y.
Troy, N.Y.
4/1/76

Rollo,
Who said Troy is the armpit of the

Northeast? Everyone, you say. Hey, Troy
is all right.

I'm looking down at Troy from the
roof of RP1's West Hall, stop the great
hill, and I see the city next to the
Hudson, old factories that smoke all day,
crumbling townhouses built in the
1830's, and I think of its decayed glamor.
Troy, a city left behind, reduced to a relic
always on exhibit. Where else can you
find clothes that went out of fashion five
years ago, or fifteen cent mugs of beer?
Troy is a relic, a giant Wise potato chip
bag.
And the armies of old ladies! They're

all out shopping or strolling, drinking
Sanka in the coffee shops. Just today I
was listening to a pack of them marvelling
over the bicentennial quarters, saying
how pretty they were. They were
carrying on about the goddam quarter.0z until the sternest in the group broke the

2 gaiety by staring hard at the coin. She
-z: said, "That's no bargain. Clever design or

not, it's still only a quarter and it's still
only worth a nickel." Then the ladies

scrambled for their purses so they could
pay the check and catch the bus before
the fare rose a dime. I coulda cried,
Rollo, but it was part of the warp, I
suppose.

Regards,
Sara

PENNSYLVANIA STATION, NEWARK,
N.J.
(Sara's Journal) "THe Huckster is over
the edge. Snafu after snafu after snafu.
We hitch into Neward, find out there's no
train south for five hours, track five they
say, inefficiency we say. Stuck inside of
Newark. Now, talkin"bout armpits of
the east, well, .
"And there's nothing but depression in

this lousy station. Julio 's Cafe sends my
belly down to my toes. Can't think after
seeing that place. We walk in for a
morning pick pp, foul, tea tea tea.
Windows are smashed. Floor filthy with
cigarette butts and stale food. Coffee
served in styrofoam cups for thirty five
cents. Can't handle it. One look at Julio
and you know his business is three dollars
short of the skids.

"Julio leaves the cafe to take a piss,
and says, Hey, Anthony, take it over,
huh. You mean give out cawffee and all
that stuff? Anthony is overwhelmed.
Julio grumbled back, Yeah, I don't give a
fuck, just hurry up. Julio didn't seem too
thrilled about his flagging business,
and who could blame him, 'cause it's just
a fried egg here, a double jelly donut
there that keeps him alive, who wants to
live like that?

"Newark, ugly for the whole world to
see."

PRINCETON, N.J.
It is a familiar saying in these parts, the

semi-rural and pastoral sections of New
Jersey, that "God would most definitely
live in Princeton, if only he could afford
it." Sara and the Huckster, at least, have
God on their side.

TRENTON, N.J.
(Sara's Journal) "You want ribs, I'll getyou the best muthafuckin' ribs you emir
laid yaw filthy paws on," Caesar said as
he met us in Trenton. Caesar was born in
Trenton, grew up behind the bridge to
Pennsylvania. The sign on the bridge read
TRENTON MAKES THE WORLD
TAKES, Caesar always thought that was a
bit tough to swallow. "Trenton ain't
nothin', just a burned out combed out •
city," snarled Caesar. Anyone for ribs?

And so that's the tour of Sara and the
Huckster in the Northeast. They ain't
sayin' where they're goin' next, maybe to
a lake around Michigan. Maybe to Mexico
City and southern linguini to join the
jokers and merchants, racketeers and
traders watching bulls getting their guts
spilled. Sara and the Huckster, scowling
and prowling back home.

From the roof of RPI
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meetings

There will be an important meeting

of the Republican Club this evening

at 7 p.m. in Conference Room A. For

more information contact John Allen

at Box 2233. Everyone is invited to

attend.

The next meeting of ASCE will be

on April 20. The speaker will be Mr.

Glen Mann, who will give a slide

presentation on the subject of "Why

Site Investigation," an insight into

disaster. The meeting will be in

Marton 114 at 5:30 p.m. For more

info contact Fred DeLaPena at

539-1600 ext. 78.

For a good time contact Wayne
Abernathy (889-7241, Box 1) or
John Allan (243-9191, Box 2233).
Help is needed now for the President
Ford Campaign. Help the President
win big in the Maryland Primary on
May 18.

JHU/Red Cross Blood Drive—two
days!!—Tuesday, April 13
8:45-12:30, and Wed., April 14,

9:00-3:00 in the Glass Pavilion. Call
ext. 1534 or stop by room 146
Garland Hall to make an
appointment.

There will be a meeting of all

Course Evaluation staff on Tues.,

April 13 at 4 p.m. in Conf. Room B.

Attendance is mandatory and all

work must be turned in at this time.

If unable to attend, contact Pat

Hartwell at 243-3951.

Bicycle with the JHU Bike Club

this Sunday, April 11 for a ride to

Druid Hill Park and the Baltimort

Zoo. Meet at 2 p.m. in the Freshman

Dorms. We will sponsor rides every

weekend this spring. For information

call Dave Harris at 366-7937.

BIA Lacrosse referees needed. Earn

$25 per game. Contact Paul Olem

Box 226 or 366-0018. There is a
mandatory referees clinic this Wed.,
April 7 at 7:30 p.m. in the Classroom
of the Athletic Center.

academe

Edmund Leach, Provost of King's

College, Univ. of Cambridge, Hinkley

Visiting Prof in Antropology, will

speak at 4 p.m. on Tues., April 20 in

the L—V Room on "Once a Knight is

quite enough: the ethnography of a

contemporary British initiation
ceremony."

Applications are being accepted for
the Mayor's Fellowship Program for
the Fall Semester. The Program is a
9-semester-hour undergraduate course
including a 20-hour per week

internship and a seminar. Internships
are available in agencies dealing with
urban planning, administration and
law. Interested undergraduates should

immediately contact Bob Seidel at

ext. 717 or 898 or stop by the Metro
Center in the basement of Shriver to
arrange for an interview.

Pi Sigma Alpha is the national

political science society. A student

who qualifies for membership in Pi
SignZ Alpha must demonstrate a

manifest interest in political science

without necessarily majorin in the

same. All members must have

completed 10 semester hours of work

in political science with no less than a

`B' average in all political science

courses taken. Also, a candidate must

have a GPA ranking in the top third

of their respective class. Students

interested in applying for

membership contact Ed Brokans via

Box 115 or phone 889-6838.

Author William Gass will read and

discuss his works at 8 p.m. on Thurs.,
April 22 in the L-V Room.

The Department of Romance

Languages presents the Puerto Rican

play Los Soles Truncos by Rene

Marques on Monday, April 12 at 8

p.m. in the Listening-Viewing Room.

Free admission.

An illustrated slide lecture on
South America will be given in
Shaffer 303 at 8 p.m. in Friday, April

16 by Professor Franklin Knight of
the History Dept.

Please note: the Edmund Leach
lecture has been changed from
Friday, April 30 to Tuesday, April
20.

American poet Howard Moss will
read from his work on Wed., April 14
at 8 p.m. in the Garrett Room.

entertainment

lsidor Saslov, coucertmaster of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, will
present a lecture-demonstration
entitled "1.2te_st Discweries in the
Haydn String Quartets at p.m.
on Thursday, April 15 in Shriver Hall.

"Yoga What Can It Do For You?"
will be the subject of a
lecture-demonstration by Lenore
Lynch, instructor in yoga at Dundalk
Community College, at noon on
Wed., April 14 in Shaffer 3.

See five original plays by the

original artists! (Bob Arellano's
troupe) Friday and Saturday April

9th and 10th in Levering's Little
Theatre. Admission is free and you

play the critic. Post time is 8 p.m.

The wearing of Caps and Gowns to

the Undergraduate Diploma

Ceremony on Fri., May 21 at 2 p.m.

is optional.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•
•

JOBS

at the Union Desk

If you are interested in any of the following

positions, please pick up an application form

at the Desk on Monday, April 12th.

1. Manager

2. Assistant Manager

3. Employees for the summer

• 4.Employees for next year
•
•
•
• Work-study people are preferred
•
•
• but not necessary.

The Anatomy in Art class located
in the Dormitory Art Room and
Commuter Lounge will continue its
film series on muscular dissections of
various parts of the human body,
each Tues. at 8 p.m. All are invited to
come—free 

The Sophomore Class Coffee
Shoppe continues its operation every
Sunday night from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Coffee, doughnuts, and cookies are
available at the, location of the
Gilman Coffee Shot for late-night
students.

services
Ushers are needed for

Commencement and the Diploma

Ceremony on Friday, May 21 and for

the Centennial Ball on Saturday, May

1 5. Duties for the Ball include

parking and ticket collecting. These

are paid positions. If interested,

please come to the Office of Special

Events, Shriver Hall.

Percussionist Wanted to play in

"Once Upon a Mattress," an outdoor,

Spring Fair production. If interested,

please contact Bob at 235-9039, or

Box 826.

We are looking for anyone who

owns a bicycle and would like to

decorate and ride it in the Spring Fair
Parade. We are also interested in

anyone who can juggle or do magic

tricks. For more information about

either of these please stop by the Fair

Booth in the SAC Office, or call ext.

240.

The Central Maryland Chanter of

the American Heart Association 415

N. Charles St. needs volunteers to do

diversified office work in the

campaign ilept. Contact Ms. Demby

at 685-7074.

The Alternative Press Information
Center is a community library located
at 2442 North Calvert St. The Centre
has available a wide selection of
alternative, underground, and radical
newspapers and magazines for the use
of the reading public. Hours are 10
am. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through
Saturdays. and Wednesday and
Thursday evenings from 7 to 10 p.m.

classifieds
Lost: a little black dog answering,

sometimes, to "Echo." Please leave

a note in box 937 or come to 3201

St. Paul St., 3rd Floor.

Lost: one pair of green and

brown glasses in blue cloth case. If

found, please call 243-4012 or

contact Box 389.

TENNIS INSTRUCTORS

WANTED—for Spring or Summer;
need good background in playing

and teaching. Good to excellent

salary. Call Washington Tennis

Services—( 703) 548-2064,

548-6338.

WANTED—Sublet for June through

August 1976, Hopkins area, for

Columbia student, alone or to share.

Immediately write Miller, 505

Harmony Hall, 562 W. 113 St.,

N.Y.C. 10025. (212) 666-1019.

DRIVE CAR to Los Angeles. Pay

expenses. Call 358-2124 after 6:00.

PART-TIME MECHANICAL

DRAFTSMAN needed for. latge,

national contracting and engineering

firm. Job is located in the Baltimore

area. Flexible hours. Minimum 20

hours per week. Could develop into

full-time, permanent position.

Contact Mrs. Herzfeld, Broyles &

Broyles, Inc. Fort Worth, Texas

(817) 926-9231.

1 Rodeo Rick
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A start at bringing Patuxent into much clearer focus
By D.H. WARREN

It's about time the air was
cleared concerning the Patuxent
Institution. Apparently, a few
newspapers have been guilty of
rather irresponsible journalism in
the past of the worst sort.
They've called Patuxen a
concentration " camp; and even
with some of the problems still in
the system, that's just not fair.
We seem to have a warped desire
to believe that our government is
becoming a totalitirian menace,
solely interested in crushing us. If
something like Pa..uxent can be
perverted into a "concentration
camp," then golly t :Trust be.
The government, like most

others :alder fire in this country,
is prestmed guilty until proven
innocent.

This past week, I talked with
Mr. Leonard Redmond and Mr.
William Causey of the Public
Defender's Office here in
Baltimore.
Redmond, chief of the Mental

Health Division, is a veteran of
very n any Patuxent cases. He
and CLusey are the lawyers for
Charles Lee Guy, the man who
brought us the most recent
onslaught of alarming Patuxent
headlines.

Case History
The facts on Charles Lee Guy

and his case look like this: He
was originally convicted on an
explosives charge a few years ago.
Guy was then later convicted for
escaping from the Anne Arundel
House of Corrections where he
was serving time for his earlier
conviction. That meant another
six months for Guy in jail, but
serve it he did, and when he
became eligible for parole, the
happy man wrote his wife he was
coming home.
Here his Patuxent troubles

seem to have started. Some
person got wind that Mr. Guy
would probably be coming out
and so got on the back of the
prosecuting attorney to do
something. He did. Charles Lee
Guy was referred to the Patuxent
Institution for evaluation.

Referral is supposed to be a
temporary thing. It is not
commitment. William Causey
finds the procedure
"constitutionally deficient"
because it is done without the
presence of the defendant. The
larger issue in the Guy case is
that the criteria used to refer him
to Patuxent was the same
information the prosecuting
attorney had before him after the
original explosives conviction.
Causey and Redmond are

using Guy as a test case to show
the unconstitutionality of such a
procedure.

It should also be noted that
since Charles Lee Guy has
refused to submit to any
evaluation, he is simply hanging
in limbo. The entire referral
procedure usually only takes 6-9
months. Guy has been there since
July, 1975, and until he
cooperates or a higher court
views his case with favor, he
could, theoretically, be there
forever.

In the interest of fairness, it
should also be stated that Guy's
charge that the institution tried

to slip him some kind of drug is
totally false. Patuxent can not
use drug or electrical therapy.
Any drugs Mr. Guy has received
at the institution have been
through his own request, such as
medications needed for personal
ailments.
So that's the Charles Lee Guy

story: the undistorted truth.
The entire incident has raised

seNeral questions about Patuxent.
What exactly is it? Is it a good
idea? Has it proved helpful?

Patt:xent is an institution for
the treatment of defective
delinquents. It might be easier to
say it's a mental institution for
criminals. Patuxent is concerned
with "behavior. modification."
This should not conjure up
images of a machine turning men
into zombies. Once you know
the facts, this should not even
alarm you.
A model is developed to be

shown to the inmates. The model
enables thnn to get along in
society, in a way beneficial to all
parties. At Potuxent there are
four tiers, each with a. set of
responsibilities and privileges.
Inmates are re'varded when they
behave well, not rewarded when
they don't. Promotion to the
next tier -which means more
freedom— is the reward therapists
hope inmates will strive for.

Leonard Redmond observed
that a majority of the inmates at
Patuxent have come from chaotic
family backgrounds. They were
never taught how to get along
best with their fellow man.
Frequently, they have poor
impulse control. If they want
something, they take it. If
somebody disagrees with them,
they react angrily. Often these
people show little remorse.
The goal of the Patuxent

Institution is simply to
rehabilitate, and is this not what
what most of us feel our penal
institutions should be doing?

But Patuxent. like the rest of
life, isn't perfect. The one big
defect that Redmond sees is the
indeterminate sentence. His
objection to this is not based on
any sentimental opinion, but
rather the court procedures in
the commitment hearing. Civil
rules are used. This allows for
certain kinds of hearsay evidence
to be admissible. Redmond
thinks this would be all right
without that indeterminate
sentence. The maximum sentence
to the institution should be no
greater than the sentence for the
crime.
Some critics raise the question

here that an inmate may not
necessarily be "cured" then at
the end of his sentence.
Redmond responds by saying
that the inmate has still learned
that he will be rewarded if he
behaves well. The Patuxent
experience has had some impact.
Redmond points out that a
majority of the Patuxent cases
have resulted in some
improvement in the behavior of
the inmate.
Another problem with the

system is the lack of consistency
among judges as to who goes to
Patuxent and who doesn't. For
where one judge might send

person A to the institdtion,
another may not. For that
reason, Redmond states, "I don't
see much difference between a
cross section of Patuxent and the
penitentiary, except that the
guy at Patuxent probably has a
longer criminal record, and
because of it a psychiatric history
or record which is court
ordered."
So maybe the guys at Patuxent

are a little bit luckier than some
of their other criminal
contemporaries. (This is, of
course, the indeterminate
sentence aside.) The emphasis at
the infamous institution is
positive.

Finally, don't forget that the
system allows for constant
checks on places like Patuxent.
Leonard Redmond doesn't feel the
institution needs to be watched

any more closely than regular
mental institutions, which are
also subject to checks.

Things like the checks are
keeping Patuxent from becoming
a concentration camp. Another
good preventive measure might
be for all of us to look into the
facts before screaming.

Like I said the first time, don't
believe everything you read. Not
even this piece.

The charges are dropped
University officials have

announced that the disorderly
conduct charges brought against
five persons at the Centennial
Convocation on February 22
have been dismissed.
The five had been arrested

after protesting the conferral of
an honorary degree upon Princess
Ashraf Pahlavi, twin sister of the
Shah of Iran. The demonstrators,
including one Hopkins student,
Michael H. Hoffheimer, were
bodily removed from inside the
Lyric Theatre, site of the
Centennial ceremonies by
Hopkins security and members of
the Iranian Secret police
network, SAVAK.

In Central District Court in Z.
March 25, representatives of the
University asked the State's
Attorney to drop the charges
against the protesters in exchange
for their written statements
waiving the right to press suits
for false arrest against the
University.

President Muller said that he
was "quite pleased that the issue
was moot ." "It was never our
concern to punish anybody," he
asserted. "The concern was to
end the disruption. We had no
alternative but to arrest the
demonstrators."
"I'm relieved," Muller added,

"that there will be no trial."
In the weeks following the

outburst at the Lyric, Muller
consistently maintained that he
could not "responsibly" do

?resident
anything about the charges. He
said that it was "inappropriate
for the University to interfere
with the State's Attorney. The
matter is out of the University's
hands."

Estelle Fishbein, Hopkins'
lawyer, refused to elaborate for
the News-Letter, saying that she
stood by her statement published
in the Sunpapers March 26. That
statement read: "It's not a
matter of morality but of
legality. Students protesting
outside the Lyric were not
breaking the law and were not
interfered with, but those inside
were breaking the law and had to
be arrested. We received
assurances that there would be

Muller
no further disruptions...and this
was the first time any of them
had been arrested for this kind of
activity."

University officials insisted
that the charges were not
dropped as a result of pressure
generated by various groups after
the arrests were made.
Hoffheimer termed the

University's action as "an
obvious victory for us." He
conjectured that the charges were
not dismissed earlier because
"Muller didn't realize how
opposed the majority of students
and faculty were to the awarding
of the controversial degree. Also,
he was unaware of the legal
problems involved."
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One more goes -- we baptize D.C. in the devil's name

By KENNETH M. SOKOLOW
and

MARC P. DUVOISIN
Washington, D.C.—The

introduction droned on, though

its end was near. The secret

service agent checked his watch

once more. The Sun's Adam

Clymer looked bored. The Post's

Jules Witcover looked like a

ferret. Fred R. Harris and his

wife LaDonna were due at the

dais of the Ambassaor Hotel

Ballroom to announce "a
significant change in our
campaign plans," as the
invitations to the press

conference had read.
By noon, the caterer's snacks

were gone—the staff had
underestimated the turnout. And

at 12:15 the assemblage erupted

in applause as the candidate and

his wife, preceded by two more

burly secret service men,

approached the nest of

microphones.
The former Oklahoma Senator

announced that he had decided

to end "all primary

campaigning," though he would

still attend the Demoncratic

convention in July to hear his

name placed in nomination, at

least as a symbolic gesture.
Conceding that he had failed

to "capture the attention of the
American people," Mr. Harris

said he saw no point in actively

campaigning for primary contests

"which hold no real prospect of

success."
His money problems, already

severe, had been compounded by

the Federal Election
Commission's dilatory
performance in appropriating

matching funds, he said.
"We couldn't call, our primary

performances victories," said

Harris, "but we really couldn't

call them defeats either. We

didn't know what to call it, so we

decided to call it quits."
Harris stressed that the press

should still consider him a

candidate, and vowed to

continue militating on behalf of

the chief issue of his
campaign—redistribution of

wealth and power in the United

States. "Our campaign has had an

issue," he explained. "We are

probably the only campaign that
has had one.
"All of you," he said,

gesturing to his supporters,
"should be proud to have worked
for such an issue."
The irony of the locale of the

symbolic death of the Harris
campaign was probably not in
the minds of the cheerful,
supportive crowd yet one could
not help remembering that
Robert Kennedy, another
populist appealing to the masses
of unintluential, unrepresented
Americans, had died in the
Ambassador Hotel ballroom.
only in Los Angeles. Kennedy
dreamed of amibitious reforms
and social change and asked
"why not?" Fred Harris still
clings to the belief that it was an
inability to reach the people with
his message—an inability due
chiefly to lack of money, and
new media exposure—that led to

the failure of his candidacy, not
that his message itself was
rejected.

But as
prerogative

Tip O'Neill

self-delusion is the
of any hero, Mr.

Harris, grasping at straws,
expressed to the crowd his belief
that establishment Democrats
such as Hubert Humphrey and
Edmund Muskie, or whatever
Democrat does eventually get the
nomination, will share his basic
sense of what is wrong with the
country, and try to do something
about it. His supporters, perhaps
against their better judgement,
received this assessment
enthusiastically, for Mr. Harris
and LaDonna, his co-equal
co-campaigner, and anomaly
among political wives, enjoy a
special relationship with their
staff and zealots.
The candidate's gregariousness

and unpretentious manner are
clearly a unifying force in the
campaign. His supporters receive
him with friendship, not with
reverence—he is not a pedestalled
candidate. Mr. Harris appeared to
know every staff member and
supporter in the crowd of about
200, as well as the entire press
contingent, on a first-name basis.
It was doubtless the most
cheerful concession in recent
memory.

Mr. Harris said jokingly that
before reaching his decision he
had "consulted with his treasurer
Jim Hightower, Mo Udall,
Senators Hubert Humphrey and
Edmund Muskie, and with my
LaDonna—all of whom asked for
my endorsement."
He likened himself to an

unsuccessful small-town
Oklahoma sheriff candidate who,
upon receiving the lowest total in
the election, took to walking the
streets armed, because "anybody
who has as few friends as I do
needs protection."

Asked if he considered Jimmy
Carter unstoppable, Harris
replied, "It's the job of you
reporters to make that
judgement—I'm not going to
usurp that job."
But here, as throughout

Washington, human virtue was
offset by tinctures of venality
and self- aggrandizement. The
trace of the slimy dollar was

discernible but fifteen feet from

where Harris was receiving his

admirers, in the person of an
ointment-like volunteer soliciting
a Law School recommendation
from a staff superior. He had the
forms right there, amid the
campaign literature he was
charged with distributing,. We
draw the curtain of charity over
this sordid scene.

* * *

A walking tour of the nation's
capitol under-scored Mr. Russell
Baker's observations of a month
ago--that the government is,
frustrated, aware (who couldn't
be?) of the nation's inability to
house its homeless, feed its
hungry, or employ its full work
force, but powerless to extend
itself toward the solution of
these problems.

But while Mr. Baker ascribes
Washington's desultory
performance to the marked limits
of the bureaucratic
imagination--"We are in the
hands of men who make no
music and have no dream."--we
found it to be a matter of false
priorities, and insensate
indifference.
Against a backdrop of

sacerdotally white government
edifices--recently sandblasted
into spot- lessness--well-mani-
cured lawns, luxuriant shrubbery,
and preternaturally blooming
tulips (the bastards aren't due
until late May), we found a.
dignified gentleman picking
through a garbage-can for his
day's sustenance, within a stone's
throw of the Capitol dome; an
armada of pimps, bedecked in
flourescent wardrobe, guarding
the entrance to the Disco
Paradise, a close neighbor of the
White House; prospective visitors
to the Senate and House galleries
being searched for guns and
bombs; reporters crossing union
picket lines to go to work at the
Washinton Post; and, as a final
crushing sham, the Indian
restaurant Siddhartha which
apparently prepares and prices its
victuals on the very Indian

assumption that starving people

will eat anything. (The specialty
of the house, not
inappropriately, was called

Barfi.)
Officious guards, spiked

fences, and sealed corridors
protect government buildings
such as the White House, the
Treasury Department, and the
Executive Office Building, from
public visitation. The White
House, open in pre-Republican
administrations for most of the
day, now admits visitors only on
certain days, between ten a.m.
and noon. Special tickets of
admission are required.
To complete the assay, we

made a pilgrimage to the House
and Senate galleries at the
capitol, on the assumption that
ihe legislature is the only
remaining free branch of
government. There we
encountered long lines of sweaty,
camera-bearing tourists; a glimpse

of Hubert Humphrey striding

through Statuary Hall after

coming out of one back room,

presumably en route to another;

an antique security guard, whose
erroneous directions to the
visitors' gallery led us to the

actual floor of the Senate, where

we were enjoined from "looking

in there" by a near-hysterical
police-woman; and the proverbial
run-around--we would not be
admitted to the gallery without
visitors' passes from our
congressman. •

Beating a hasty retreat to the
Russell Building, the site of
1973's Sam Ervin Show, we relied
on a monstrous prevarication
about our implied Ohio residency
to elicit the desired passes from
Astronaut-turned-Statesman
John Glenn, the idol of our early
'60's childhood, whose
consciousness was forever raised
by a foray into the firmament.

Returning to the galleries, we
lasted about five minutes on the
seemingly interminable line, and
called it quits when informed
that visitors would be allowed
but ten minutes to view the
House in action.

Searching for an exit in the
labyrinthine recesses of the
Capitol, we came upon the office
of the House Majority Leader.
Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill, the
hero of Jimmy Breslin's How the
Good Guys Finally Won. Under
the pretext of setting up an
appointment for Mr. O'Neill with
the editors of the M.I.T. Loga
Rhythm, which has a locus in his
constituency, we bought time,

hoping to catch a glimpse of the
great man himself. Sure enough,
he appeared after five minutes,
resplendent in an immemorial
blue pinstripe suit, striking with
his leonine mane of white hair,
contentedly chomping his cigar,
p-ossessed of a benevolent
physiognomy, dominated by a
red, bulbous Breughelian nose,
crisscrossed by a network of
veins made patent by years of
drinking in the exclusive Capitol
bars.
Greeting us as old

acquaintances, Mr. O'Neill
assured us of the continuing
vitality of Mo Udall's campaign.
"We're not done by a long shot,"
he said. "I'm still plugging for
him."

* * *

Certain that whatever civic
virtue resides in the barrel chest
of Tip O'Neill, the Oklahoma
panhandle twang of Fred Harris,
and the McCarthyesque
intellectuality of Mo Udall is
thoroughly counterpoised by the
urban squalor of Washington
itself, and the ersatz equanimity
typified by the gleamingly
efficient new Metro, we
endeavored to rescue our means
of transportation from a nearby
parking lot, whence the Barbary
pirate attendants were preparing
to tow it.
"You parked this car wrong,"

they protested.
"Don't bother us with the

stinking morality. We're willing
to pay," we replied. "How

much?"
Crossing their palms with two

dollars sufficed to redress our
transgression...and to defer the
arrival of one "Rodriguez" and
his towing rig We were careful to

proceed home along 1-95, fearful
that the predictably turbulent
passage on the Baltimore-Wash-
ington Parkway might trigger the
disgorgement of our afternoon
repast at;

Crossing the city limits along
New York Avenue, and passing
that threshold where the Stygian
metropolis becomes suburban
Maryland, we pronounced a
benediction on the nation's
capitol: "We baptize thee not in
the name of the father of our
country, but in the name of the
devil."

Looking backwards, we caught
a final glimpse of Latrobe's
stately dome under which
Brumidi's heroic frescoes hold
sway, and where rich or poor,
good or bad—all are made equal.

Fred Harris and wife



Coming back 

Joe Tydings says he deserves a spot in political life
by BOB BUCHANAN

In 1970 a group of 600 angry
students gathered in front of the
steps of Levering Hall to hear
him chastise the Southeast'Asian
political maneuvers employed by
then President Richard M. Nixon.
Two weeks ago a crowd of not

more than 40 restlessly listened
to a new campaign rhetoric from
the same man: Joseph D.
Tydings, foimer United States
Senator for Maryland from
1964-1970, and now a candidate
engaged in a fierce battle to
regain his seat in Congress.
The difference in the crowds'

demeanor and size is indicative of
the drastically altered political
mood of the Maryland electorate.

In 1970, Tydings was one of
many political leaders
capitalizing on a wave of
reactionary sentiment against the
bombings and killings in
Southeast Asia. Today the
Maryland public echoes a
national mood of conservatism.
Tydings focusses on such matters
as the level of government
spending and the efficacy of
forced integration by busing.

Joe Tydings is a politician
whose experience and
accomplishments certainly
qualify him for the position of
U.S. Senator. The adopted son of
the late Millard E. Tydings, the
former U.S. Senator from
Maryland, he is the grandson of
the late Joseph E. Davies, U.S.
Ambassador to the Soviet Union.

Backround
Tydings was educated at the

University of Maryland '53. In
elective office, Tydings served in
the Maryland Legislature from
1955-1961 as a member of the
House of Delegates. He was the
U.S. attorney for Maryland from
1961-1963 before being elected
to the Senate.
And since his untimely defeat

in 1970, Tydings has remained
active in politics, serving in his
present position as Plaintiff's
Antitrust Lawyer for Baltimore,
Maryland and Washington,D.C.

In spite of this seasoned
political background, Tydings has
been absent from elective office
since 1970, and he recognizes
that his time away from office is
the biggest obstacle he must
overcome in his quest to regain
his seat in the Senate.

Objective
Tydings' first objective in his

fight is to take the Democratic
Primary, slated for May 18. He is
pitted against a candidate whose
views on the issues are
remarkably similar to his own--
Paul S. Sarbanes, Congressman
from Maryland's Third District.
Sarbanes' background,

including his legislative record,
are certainly not surpassed by
what Tydings offers, and both
men are deemed likely to wage
an effective battle against the
likely Republican contestant,
incumbent Senator J. Glenn
Beall, Jr. .
Both of the principal

democratic contenders are
unequivocally opposed to forced
integration through school
busing, favor defense spending
cuts, and also hold similar views
on the issues of abortion and

handgun control.
While Sarbanes is

acknowledged to hold a slightly
tougher position on the need for
U.S. cooperation with Israel in
the Middle East, Tydings
contends that "When Israel
needed a friend, Joe Tydings was
there." His record supports him
here.
The only matter on which the

two seem to hold disparate views
is that of the preferred
government spending level, with
Tydings offering a more austere
position than that of Sarbanes.

While only slight distinctions
can be made regarding the issue
stances of each candidate, their
political styles are discernibly
dissimilar.

Past
In the past Tydings has been

outgoing in his dealings with
other elected officials, and thus
more prone to attract media
attention by taking controversial
stands.

For example, his advocacy of
gun-control legislation infuriated
many of the state's more
conservative voters. Many saw
this as one of the essential
reasons Tydings today finds
himself sitting on the sidelines,
out of the Senate.

While his conduct may have
won him the respect of many
members of the Senate, it has
also proved to alienate a
substantial portion of the
Maryland electorate. Bumper
stickers reading: "If Tydings
Wins, You Lose," are visible on
many autos in the state,
providing firm testimony that
Tydings has attractcd more than
his share of political enemies.

Sarbanes keeps a much lower
profile in his political dealings,
avoding what he feels is
unneeded media attention.

Tydings says, "There are two
types of senators. One type sits

in his chair, votes, answers his
mail, and avoids trouble. I don't
favor that type of leadership."
Tydings explains that the othei
type of senator actively voices his
opinion in legislative circles, is
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not afraid to take unpopular
views which he feels are correct,
and establishes himself as a
leader. Mr. Tydings' re-election
campa A crucial aspect of the
campaign of Tydings centers
around allegations that in the
past he has maintained an aloof
attitude once in elective office,
ignoring the people who placed
him there, and instead relying on
his own political intuition to
make decisions. Sarbanes is
considered to be more receptive
to constituent sentiment of the
two. Tydings admits to some of
this criticism, saying it will all
change this time, if he is elected.
An interesting contrast is

provided by the Tydings'
campaign machinery in 1970 and
1976. Presently hampered by an
inability to acquire the
substantial financial backing he
enjoyed as an incumbent in
1970, Tydings campaign can
today be accurately described as
a "grass roots" effort, with but a
handful of paid staffers working
for the organization.
M. Albert Figinski, Tydings

campaign manager in 1970, feels
that the campaign tactics Tydings
is employing this time around
may well prove beneficial to him.
"In October, I thought that
Sarbanes would have a cakewalk
to the Senate. But, because
Tydings has run the type of
campaign he has, the cakewalk
has become a horserace."

Early estimates shOw that
Tydings clearly has the lead in

the race, enjoying a considerable
advantage in most areas of the
state. But most observers,
including those in Tydings' camp,
expect some slippage before May
18, with Sarbanes likely biting
into the overwhelming notoriety
Tydings enjoys in such areas a'
the Washington suburbs.

Tydings, however, hopes tu
make inroads of his own prior to
the primary. He says that picking
up endorsements in Baltimore
City, a Sarbanes stronghold, in
the last month of the campaign
will prive "...Easier than you
think."

For Joe Tydings, the outcome
of the Democratic primary in
Maryland will answer more
questions than just who will be
the Democratic contender in the
upcoming senatorial race. It will
answer even more basic questions
about himself, the candidate.

Is he still regarded by state
Democtats as an outspoken
liberal incapable of turning back
the candidate of a well-oiled
Republican machine? And,
perhaps more importantly, has he
convinced voters here that he
would be more responsive to
their views this time and not shut
the door once in office?

In essence, the upcoming
Democratic primary will
determine if voters here agree
that Joe Tydings is the changed
man he claims to be--a viable
entity not merely qualified but
deserving of a place in political
life

Continuing

protest:

Philip

Berrigan
tamotiMkt**--kkomikttirwe.',4TWAtu,

speaks on

Iran.
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The flood comes to Charm City in a storm of jazz!
by J.D. CONSIDINE

The jazz scene in Baltimore is
very much like certain areas of
the world where, after it doesn't
rain for months, there is a flood.
this weekend, you could see a
different act each night and still
miss some. For New York, this is
business as usual, but for
Baltimore, this is unheard of.
The way the week-end goes is

like this: Tonight at Four
Corners, acoustic vanguarders
Oregon close their two night
stand, following them tomorrow
night and Sunday, former
Mahavishnu keyboard man Jan
Hammer brings his band into the
above-mentioned Jarrettesville
nightclub.
Sunday sees more concerts.

The Navy Jazz Band will be
doing a free gig at the Famous
Ballroom, under the auspices of
the Left Bank Jazz Society. The
Keith Jarrett Quartet will 'be
playing the Lyric Theatre at
8:00.
The big concert of the day,

though, should be Weather
Report/John McLaughlin concert
here at Hopkins, Weather Report,
the Downbeat Readers Poll Jazz
Group of the year, will be
headlining the concert, the first
leg of their American Tour. Also
in the concert will be guitarist
John McLaughlin's newest group,
the all-acoustic Shakti.
Who are all these people? Well,

for the uninitiated as well as the
established afficianado, here's
soi re background on these
groups.

OREGON
The man on the streets,

Oregon is just another
Noi 11-Western state, whose only
main claims to fame are its
mai;uana laws, and its not being
California. But to the true
hipster, Oregon is a first rate jazz '
group, combining the best in
jazz, classicial, and Eastern
mu:.ic.

Consisting of guitar virtuoso
Ralph Towner, sitar and tabla
player Colin Walcott, bassist Glen
Moore, and oboist Paul
McCandless, Oregon is an
outgrowth of the Paul Winter
Consort. Winter's, group was
highly successful with its show of
hundreds of instruments and
tasty blend of musical styles, but
the over-all superficial relation to
the audience, of using
instruments because they were
thee, not because they should
have been played, began to wear
on their musical integrity. So,
they left, and Oregon was born.

Since then, they have done
duce albums for Vanguard
records, the latest of which is a
liv recording, Oregon in
Concert. In addition to their
sessions for Vanguard, they have-
aalso recorded for ECM, with
Duo.. , Trios: Diary: and Solistice
under Towners's name, and
under Walcott's. They have also
backed Larry Coryell on his
album The Gentle Mind.
The group's music is acoustic,

intense, and basically hard to
describe. If you could. imagine,
say. Ravi Shankar with the Beaux
Arts trio, playing jazz. that
would be close. But Oregon is a
group which must be experienced
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to b- appreciated. And with their
two-night stand closing at Four
Corners tonight, now's the time.

JAN HAMMER
If electric piano and

synthesizer is more to your
liking, then tomorrow and
Sunday there is Jan Hammer.
Fornier keyboard whiz for the
Mahavishnu Orchestra, Hammer
is generally considered to be one
of the most innovative
synthesizer stylists in Jazz today.

Born in Prague, Hammer came
to the U.S. seven years ago to
stud:, at Berkley Music School in
Boston. His first major break was
becoming Sarah Vaughn's
accompanist.
But what really made

Hammer's name was his
association with John
McLaughlin and the original
Mahavishnu Orchestra. Finding
his percussive, highly lyrical style
readily adaptable to electric
piano and synthesizer, he quickly
became a major force in the
baud.

After the group dissolved,
Hammer worked with, among
others, Elvin Jones, John
Abercrombie, and Stanley
Clarke. The album he made with
Clarke included drummer Tony
Williams, with whom Hammer
wished to form a band. Originally
to comprise Hammer, Williams,
bassist Jack Bruce,and violinist
Jerry Goodman, the project
fizzled when Goodman wouldn't
travel.

Hammer's group as it stands
features an incredible drummer,,
named Tony Smith, formerly of13:
Mato and Azteca. The music is g,
driving and raucous, yet sensitive F.
enough to play with someone as'c'
lyrical a: Bill Evans (which it did

in New York about two months
ag)).
WEATHER REPORT

.MCLAUGHLIN
Weather Report is something

you might expect Bob Turk to
give. But the Weather Report
which will play Hopkins Sunday
will show that whatever happens
outside cannot possibly be as
important as what's happening

Weather Report is all the best
in Jazz, Rock, Electronics, and
Classkal, all rolled into one.
Weather Report is a group where
everyone solos, but no one solos,
like in the days of Dixieland jazz.
Weather Repoit is a group
acclaimed by such .diverse figures
as Frank Zappa and the late

Duke Ellington.
This may seem like a lot of

hype, but only to those of you
who have never heard Weather
Report. They have been the

number one Jazz Group in the
Downbeat Readers Poll for three
years now, so a lot of you must
have heard them. But for those

who haven't, some background.
Weather Report essentially

grew out of Miles Davis' band,
around the time of Bitches Brew.
Keyboard and former Cannonball
Adderly sideman Jose Zawinul
and noted hard-bop tenor man
Wayne Shorter had been playing
with Miles, and got together with
a young European bassist named
Miroslav Vitous, as well as a
drummer named Alphonse
Mouzon and Miles' percussionist,
Airto Moriera.
The group became Weather

Report, and Jazz-Kock took one
giant step forward. Actually, it's
rather unfair to call Weather
Report Jazz-Rock, because the
term is too limiting for a sound
as diverse as theirs. Rich chordal
textures were laid on pulsating

rhythms, with silken melodies
interwoven. Weather Report was
and is both High-Energy and laid
back.

Eventually, the personnel
changed. Mouzon joined McCoy
Tyner's band, and later Larry
Coryell's The Eleventh House.
Airto played with damn near
everyone, before joining Chick
Corea's Return to Forever, and
then his own band. Vitous was
replaced by Alfonso Johnson,
who is currentlyBilly Cobham's
bassist. Coryell, Corea, Cobham;
it's amazing how strong Weather
Report's sphere of influence is !

Currently, the band fronts Joe
Zawinul on piano, electric piano,
and synthesizers; Wayne Shorter
on Tenor and Soprano saxes;
Jaco Pastorius (an incredible
virtuoso) on bass; Alejandro
Acuna on percussion; and former
Frank Zappa sideman Chester
Thompson on drums.
And if this wasn't enough for a

great concert, John McLaughlin's
current group, Shakti, will be the
opener.

Completely acoustic, Shakti
fronts a violinist, two
percussionists, and McLaughlin
on acoustic guitar. The music is a
blend of Eastern and Western
styles, and clearly heark-
ens back to the early recording
My Goal's Beyond.
Ironically, now that

McLaughlin has given up his
aggressive, heavily amplified rock
style for ir Ore aesthetically
satisfying jazz, he has also given
up the spiritual teachings of Sri
Chinmoy to live a life like the
rest of us. Karma sure moves in
mysterious ways....

Also -Sunday, the Keith Jarret
Quartet will play the Lyric
Theatre. Jarrett,•best known for
his solo concerts, will be joined
by former Bill Evans Trio
member Paul Motian on drums;
and Ornette Coleman sidemen
Dewy Redman and Charlie
Haden, on tenor sax and bass.
respectively.

Jarrett, whose career started
with such groups as Art Blakey's
Jazz Messengers, and Charles
Lloyd's band, made his leaf, into
the limelight with the Miles
Davis group in the early
seventies. With Miles he played
electric piano and organ, playing
with Chick Corea, Miles' other
keyboard man.

see JAZZ, page 13

Jean-Luc Polity and John Mac Laughlin last year at Hopkins
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Is it drama, documentary, or just guys at work?
By ALAN HIRSCH

Few movies in the last few
years have received the build-up
that All the President's Men has,
owing, no doubt, to the interest
in its subject matter as well as its
star-laden cast. The pre-release
hype and its two most radiant
stars, Robert Redford and Dustin
Hoffman , undoubtedly insure
the movie of box-office success;
artistically, however, it is far
from successful in an ambitious
task.
The enthusiastic response to

the movie by the public and film
critics thus far stems more from
the excitement generated by the
idea of a movie on Watergate
rather than its merits.

All the President's Men, based
on the book by reporters Bob
Woodward and Carl Bernstein, is,
it should be noted, very well
done. The acting is good, the
story a highly engrossing one,
and the sets authentic (Warner
Brothers, as any one who reads
the paper already knows,
invested $450 thousand
recreating the news room of the
Washington Post). Its failings lie
in the fact that it doesn't make it

clear what the end of purpose is
toward which all this talent, time
and money have been devoted. Is
this primarily a drama? a
documentary? Is it about
Watergate or simply about the
attempts of two thrity year-old
reporters to crack what may be
the news story of the century?
The movie lacks, to use an

overworked but applicable cliche,
depth. The movie's creators seem
to have decided to devote all
their energies to the surface
elements of the film. As Sun film
critic R.H. Gardner has pointed
out, the authenticity of the film,
while commendable, is no more
dramatic than the sight of real
people talking on the telephone
or typing. While the makers of
the movie chose to show us
Bernstein's bicycle wheel
propped against his desk, they
opted not to explore in any
detail, for example, the
relationship between Woodward
and Bernstein, or what goes on
inside their heads during the
investigation. Virtually ignored
also are The President's Men;
we have no more an idea why
Watergate could occur after

Holly Near
at Shriver

photos by dante

seeing the film other than the
notion that the covert operations
got out of hand when entrusted
to a few incompetent crooks and
some misguided souls.
The book upon which the

movie is based is part of a
growing trend-journalism in
between hardcovers. The country
appears increasingly interested in
the "just the facts" approach of
the fourth estate and less
favorably inclined towards the
Fictions that literature offers. The
book, like the film, is
characterized by a scrupulous
effort for detail and
objectivity--to wit, the authors
refer to themselves strictly in the
third person and refuse to inject
any overt commentary--which,
because of the intrigue of the
events, makes for absorbing
reading, but, ultimately, an
unsatisfying work. The reader is
never quite sure what the
book--or the movie--is trying to
say; or perhaps like so-called
good, objective journalism, it
isn't trying to say anything.

In the struggle to maintain
objectivity, director Alan J.
Pakulka and screenwriter William
Goldman have virtually written
out the characters of "Wood
stein" (as the two reporters came
to be known). They are depicted
simply as highly-aggressive, not
overly birght, diligent reporters
who will eagerly work themselves
ragged to break their story wide
open.

I don't think that the film is a
suitable medium for this kind of
"objective" narrative, even in this
case where the story is naturally
a gripping one. It does not
stimulate the imagination beyond

the sorting out
together of detail.

Besides, ample space for news
and objectivity is allotted in our
media; we need some medium for
expressing our fictions.

and piecing

No limit to the rock rip-off, sir
By PETER J. P'NARK

Golly gee, creepers.
Led Zeppelin's got a new

album: Presence. (Do you feel
The Presence, brothers and
sisters?). The boys are now back
to a single disc, folks. No more of
that two record set,
everything-including-the
title-from-our last album stuff.
Oh, no.
One shining disc; one small

token to their fans—everywhere
the reports say. (They did riot at
the Capital Center last time.)
A single album encased in an

eye-catching cover: pictures of
average people, doing average
things. You say they look like
your parents, back in the early
60's. Color was young then (and
it showed).

Yes, average people, just like
you, you might think. Just like
me?
And dig it, in every one of

those photographs, this small
black thing (supposedly not more
than two feet in real life) is the
center of attention. The message
seems obvious: the thing has
made its presence known. It is
important.

Yes, sir.
Obscurity

The cute little ()lack thing
looks like one of those phones
that are all one piece, only
twisted and pointed in places.

Is the sculpturette a metaphor
for a certain "rock group" that is
known everywhere and has some
rather aggressive, devoted fans? Is
it a more sublime and tokable

idea like, all of us have made our
presence felt and the legendary
L.Z. has made their presence felt
and we have all made our
presence felt together; so come
out of the next concert and make
your presence felt? Or, is it a rip
off from Kubrick's monolith in
2001?
'Nuff said. Let's get back to

the disc: the wax, the grooves,
y'know, The Sound.

Graffruity
Some of you folks out there

wrote in to say you thought
Physical Graffiti was, to say the
least, an almost complete waste
of time. Some of you even said
you were disappointed. Being a
good person—(basically)— I told
you to keep your nobules up.
And did we all not learn to
accepts parts of the album? (We
did not!) Sure, it was only

acceptable if there was no other
Zeppelin, and you really needed
a fix, but, friends, wasn't it at
least digestible?
The year following the release

of Physical Graffiti brought
dozens of hit singles to your
radio —(unless of course you
listen to Radio in which case
change it to "their radio")—with
the graffiti sound: a hollow
clank, sometimes clonk, "high
energy charged," shake your
tootsies stuff that all of a sudden
was considered rock 'n roll. In
fact, what we used to call rock 'n
roll is barely ever heard these
days.
And now the presence of

indigestion is here!

How can I begin to describe
the new Zeppelin album?
"Monotonous rhythms" might be
good for starters. Bobby Plant
seems to be gargling. There is an
abundance of uncreativity. It's all
very strange, 'cause the boys
sound like an imitation of their
imitators—the clunking sound
without much talent or
imagination.
What is felt in Presence is the

lack of it.
Perhaps titles can offer

explanations: "Hots on for
Nowhere," (Stairway to iwhat?);
oh, they're gonna say you can
dance to it, but do you want to
be seen gyrating to ti' t?
"Nobody's Fault but Mir "
indeed.
The only piece with any gui ir

work of merit is the final tn
"Tea for One,"—how born g!
However, it sounds too familiar,
and with good reason: it's the
exact same thing we heard in
"Since I've Been Loving You,"
on the third album.

But what did you expect, huh?
When you've proved yourself as
artists and made yourself known
everywhere there's only one
thing left—make money$$ding-
iing Since your wonderful fans
will buy trash as well as anything
else you do, use your noggin. It's
easier to defecate than create.
That means quicker
money$Sding-/ding without
much work.
And that's everybody's goal,

right?
Yes, sir.
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A muckraker sadly asks, 'Where are the native girls?'

by MIKE DEAK
A conscientious journalist

should never hesitate to publish a
scathing expose,no matter how
many friends he may lose or how
bored his readers may become.
Truth is indeed are prince of
liberty in a free democratic
society as our own, and, as any
card-carrying American will tell
you, must be preserved at all
possible cost. Concealing the
truth reeks of medieval tyranny
that still exists in those few
supposedly "civilized" Eastern
European countries yet to lose
their quaint "old world" charm.
So, in this hallowed bicentennial
year, lam deeply proud to unveil
my hyper-patriotism and
consequently, will let it all hang
out, letting the axe fall where it
may, sparing no legends.
Below are unexpurgated

excerpts from an intimate diary I
secretly kept during a trip to the
Ft. Myers area of Florida. My
flimsy excuse to be in this

god-forsaken quagmire was an
invitation to participate in the
11th annual GAC Intercollegiate
Gold Classic in Cape Coral, along
with the rest of my Hopkins
teammates and other outstanding
players from across the country.
If the reader is expecting some
lusty glamourous accounts of
big-time college gold and
swinging spring breaks in Florida,
let him be warned this is no Ball
Four or Seven Crises; rather, this
is along the lines of "Dragnet,"
following Jack Webb's sacred
advice, "Just the facts, ma'am,
just the facts." Sunday AM Lot
of laffs on flight down south.
Pilot drops rapidly from 30,000
explaining, "If y'all look to your
left, you'll see my old home
town, Charlotte, North Carolina.
Ain't it the prettiest thing you
ever laid your sweet little eyes
upon? And what about this
weather? Fantastic ain't it? Why
don't you and I go out on a
picnic afterwards. You bring the

fried chicken and I'll bring the
jug of wine." A real riot. Make
mental note to fly Piedmont next
year.

Waiting for transfer to Ft.
Myers in the Atlanta airport, go
to "Le Snac Bar", expecting
some vichyssoise to tide over till
dinner. As a joke, ask girl behind
counter for some. Gives me dirty
look. "Y'all crazy or something,"
she says. "The drugstore's over
there." Sunday PM Flight to Ft.
Myers without incident. Except
one teammate tries to make a
pass at stewardess. Wanting to
begin disassociation from Johns
Hopkins.
Land in Ft. Myers in

accompaniment to spectacular
Chamber of Commerce sunset.
See first palms waving in tropical
sea breeze. Where are the native
girls?

Meet host for week, a retired
Hopkins alumni who has kindly
offered to put the six of us up
for a week. He lives in Lehigh

Trying to believe we aren t here
By DAVE MENDELSOHN
Yes, it is indeed setting in. The

Spring restlessness was hardly
quelled by the Spring recess.
Everybody and his brother came
back from the land of Anita
Bryant with a smile on his lips
and a burn on his back. There are
so many gleeful teeth shining out
of tanned cheeks that JHU
campus is looking like a Noxema
commercial.

Those of us less fortunate
went to such exhilarating places
as Long Island and New Jersey. I,
if anyone would guess from my
skin color, must have spent the
week in Alaska. And all of us
thought we had pretty good
vacations until all those crisply
toasted bodies made their
20-hour ascents back to JHU.

And we hate you all.
But, like it or not, we shan't

waste our precious energy feeling
sorry for ourselves, for we are
well aware that you
chestnut-skinned creeps will have
it that much worse for these next
few weeks. Anyway, we realize
that all must be united in the
single dedication of making
believe we are anywhere that

isn't here.
Some very fine efforts have

been put out already, the first

award going to whoever it was

who started to pitch a tent in
Gilman quad. But even the
hard-core throats are making
their contributions. It all starts
when everyone rediscovers the
word "hello." During the winter
months many of us have
forgotten about this word. When
someone looks at us, we look
elsewhere. If we see a friend 100
meters away, we pretend we
don't see each other until we are
close enough to quietly slip in a
grunt and an acknowledging nod
of the head. But now it is Spring
and it abruptly occurs to all of us
that we may look back at
someone who is looking at us,

and say "hello." "Hey, HENT's
are shouted to mere
acquaintances at WO meters and
the dogs in the area suddenly all
have names.

This is all very well, but it
doesn't make it any easier to sit
through lectures at fifty minute
clips. And it takes a real asshole
like me to ruin a cheerful article
with such harsh realities.
Although boredom is liable to
attack in any season, the coming
of Spring is most likely to leave
Harry Hoppy in his seat
wondering, "Twenty more
minutes in this lecture. My God,
what happens if I don't make it?
Perhaps the back of my head will

blow out and make a bloody
mess on the student behind me.
Maybe I'll turn to stone. Or
perhaps I'll merely puke all over
my new sneakers."

After many classes spent
irresponsibly pondering this
matter, I have determined what
happens if you don't make it.
Your brain turns to a critical
mass and melts down your spine
until dropping out the anus.
Your gelled body is then found
at the end of the lecture and is
either buried or asked to run for
President.

Don't say you weren't warned.
The grad students are of

course immune tO this problem.
They have not yet realized that it
is Spring.

Ali. but Spring is also the time
of year when young men's hearts
turn to thoughts of love. And
judging from the canines who
have been seen mounting each
other, young. men ain't the only
ones affected.

Twenty-five

days to go!

Acres, which is twenty miles
from Ft. Myers. Cape Coral is ten
miles on the other side of Ft.
Myers. I can see the pre-trip
organization is going to pay off.

Can't see much of Lehigh
Acres in dark. Except some
houses have Venus de Miloes in
front bathed in floodlight. High
class place. Monday Slept late on
army cot left over from "Buck
Privates." Play 27 holes in the
afternoon at the local course.
Discover my game is suffering
from jet lag. It'll come around.
See first alligator.

Back at house with nothing to
tz. do except play Yahtzee, a nice
zi game of "skill and chance," and

watch television.
Same teammate who made

advances asks if they have disco
night in Florida. Put masking
tape over the Johns Hopkins
emblazoned on my shirt.
Tuesday On way to Cape Coral
long discussion on the American
three Bs: beach, beer, and
broads. Talk naturally turns to
the subject of golf groupies, that
mythical tribe of lovely wood
nymphs that seems to trudge
along from one big-time college
golf tournament to another. Hear
tales of seductions in sand traps,
rendez-vouses in roughs etc.
Horny teammate says, "I guess
we have to play it as it lies." A
regular Phil Silvers.

Later
First practice round on

tournament layout. Discover
course is tough but can be
brought to its knees. (Find
myself beginning to think in
cliches; out in sun too long?)
Shoot 90 but not worried. Game
always comes around.
Return home for quiet

tournament eve of meditation
and Yahtzee. Watch "Father
Knows Best" on TV. Must have
passed through time warp.
Wednesday Everything goes
wrong. Up at quarter to six in
order to be at course by eight.
Have attack of dysentery after
breakfast. Start off with double
bogey. Double bogey the next.
End up with 86 and swear never
saw a fairway all day. Kept
hitting Reagan shots: way right.
On 18th hole, chance for

redemption playing in front of
gallery. Sink ten-footer for par.
Playing partner does the same.
No applause. "They wouldn't
applaud Jesus fucking Christ if he
made a putt," he says.

Scoreboard has our school
spelled wrong: John Hopkins.
Adds insult to injury.

Still no sign of native girls.

Thursday Same routine, but
worse. Miss one foot putt on first

hole for par. Hit palm tree on
second. Duck hook into water on
nine. Out of bounds on fourteen.

When will this madness end?
Shot 90 and find myself 36

strokes behind the leader, some

yahoo from East Tennessee
State. Nose sunburned red; look

like emaciated W.C. Fields.
Beginning to hate Florida.

Stay for banquet in honor of
players. Worst food this side of

Harley's. Hokey crowd applauds
chef. Proclamation read by
mayor of Cape Coral declaring
tomorrow "Intercollegiate Golf
Day." Big shit. After dinner
speaker some once small-time pro
who's now sales representative
for Wilson Sporting Goods. Tells
some stale jokes left over from
Rotary Club parties. Turns
sincere and comes across phony
as a three dollar bill. Talks about
how Louise Fletcher thanked her
parents at the Academy Awards.
Says "it brought tears to my
eyes." Feel another attack of
dysentery coming on. Friday
Introduce myself to playing
partner from Biscayne College in
Miami. "John Hopkins?" he says.
"Ain't that in Baltimore? It must
be a real jungle up there huh?"
Ask him to explain. "You know
what I mean. The nigras and all."
To placate him, I say Hopkins
built a wall around the campus.
"Keeps 'em out, you know," I
say.
Don't care about gold

anymore. Shoot 88 and don't
remember a thing about the
round. Except an elderly
spectator molests me about what
clubs I use. "No way you can
play well with those," he says.
"Fiberglass shafts. That's what
the big boys are playing. Nicklaus
is playing with fiberglass you
know."'
Check the leaderboard.

Hopkins is in last place (as
expected) and I'm 54 strokes
behind the leader, some redneck
from Florida State. Maybe
tomorrow my game will come
around.
Go home, drink a beer, play

some Yahtzee, fall asleep. Having
wonderful time. Saturday The
pits. Worst attack of dysentery
yet. Worst golf of my young life.
Hit three balls into lake on
number nine and end up sinking
fifteen-footer for eleven. Swear I
hear giggles among the gallery.

Finish round with 95 and 359
total for the tournament, only 78
strokes behind the winner, that
dumb southerner from Florida
State. The only good thing is that
a teammate played worse. In
honor of Hopkins centennial, he
shoots 100. Leaves town before
we can get the tar and feathers.
On the way to airport, wander

into local bistro. Almost thrown
out because of long hair. Leave
peacefully however. Can't even
get drunk. Florida sucks.

Take night coach to Baltimore.
Fall asleep reading New Yorker.
Dream of having affair with

16 Pauline Kael. Arrive in Baltimore
rk at 2:12 AM. See smog lit by city
reE lights. Where are the native girls

to meet us?
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WINNER!
'ACADEMY
/AWARDS
INCLUDING

BEST
ACTRESS
KATHARINE
HEPBURN •

"The Lion in Winter" is about love and hate
between a man and a woman and their sons.

It's also about politics, vengeance, greed
and ambition. In other words it's about life.

WINNER!
NEW YORK
FILM CRITICS
BEST

PICTURE
OF THE
YEAR!

* PETER 0"100LEKATHARINE HEPBURN'AP* 730 and 10:00 PM
Shaffer 3

Friday, April 9

Saturday, April 10

A MAJZT1N POLL

LION NIN Hopkins Senior with ID: Free

WINTER 
Others: $1.00

************************
4••••••-••-*•-•-•-•••-•-•••-•
SATURDAY ONLY FRIDAY ONLY

••• *********'‘'W

Class of 1977
presents

Ma II IF ,111'

BULL ROAST

Saturday, April .10

Food Served 1:00 to 5:00 p.m.
[4 types of meat, salads, beer, pop, dessert]
Evergreen House-4545 N. (Charles Street.
In case of rain—Great Hall, Levering

Featuring
Rodeo Rick

Ticketsavailable at the door
34.50—Juniors

34.75—Non-Juniors

Shuttle busses to and from Evergreen:

leaving from Levering Hall
12:30-2:00 *every 15 minutes

leaving from Evergreen House
4:30-6:00
arriving at Levering Hall

•
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•

•

•
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•
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•
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'TIS EIR16161G...
'TIS

'TIS OUT OF
THIS WORLD!

WALT DISNEY'S
CARTOON CLASSIC

WONDERLAND
Story Teller

Record Available

on 
Disneyland

Records.

TECtiru-c—ouNt.
Re released by BUENA VISTA DISTRIBUTION CO INC
t 1974 Walt D.sney Productrons

511RIVER4+ALL
7:1. • j3, $1.00

THE MOST CONTROVERSIAL
FILM OF OUR TIME!
"'Last Tango In Paris' is a light-hearted
romp compared to 'The Night Porter."
—Newsweek Magazine

"Hypnotic intensity and fascinating
to watch." —Playboy

"Romantic pornography... A hectic
love affair... What a kinky turn-on!"
—Vincent Canby, New York Times

THE
NIGHT
PORTER

JOSEPH E LEVINE presents for ITAL NOLEGGIO CINEMATOCRAFICOThe ROBERT GORDON EDWARDS/ESA DE SIMONE producuon ot A Film By LILIANA CAVAN,DIRE SOGARDE CHARLOTTE RAMPLING in THE NIGHT PORTER vettn PHILIPPE LEROYand svuth GABRIELE FERZETT: .n the role o. Hans Screenplay by LILIANA CAVAN! ITALO MOSCATIProduced by ROBERT GORDON EDWARDS for lister F,Im s r I Directed by LILIANA CAVA141
TeChnrC0104- An Arco Embassy ',Mast IN

800i 10:00

*-404(-•
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birds
Go Birds go!! Those three magic words, bellowed

forth from forty thousand throats, will split the air down

33rd street today. Springtime bats, orange uniforms gliding

across green expanses, pennant flags whipping gaily atop the

stadium, bright-eyed vendors hawking their bounties of

popcorn and National Bo's--what a spectacle! There's Reggie

(we hope), driving the ball a beautiful four hundred feet

through the amaz'd air, and now that's Brooksie, on his

knees, taking a half stride and snapping his throw across the

diamond to deny the frustrated runner! Yeaaah! Beat those

Bosox!

wrongs
Sad to see the proponents of the current rape reform

measure before the Maryland legislature have decided to drop

the clause legalizing homosexuality. Much sadder to hear

them say that they only included the clause in the first place

to give opponents of the bill something to strike out.

The rights of consenting adults to behave as they please in

private is not something for politicians to play games with.

Certainly homosecuality enjoys de facto legalization; more so

than marijuana smoking. But th.e important principle of

individual rights is being ignored here, and that is something

for everyone-Zgay, straight, or otherwise—to worry about.

vote

A third student council election is upon us. To many

people, this .marks three times too many. Less than half the

student body voted in the last run-off; this one will be lucky

to draw 500 ballots. Granted, student government elections
are little better than an old joke, but the trouble, is that all

political contests become viewed in this fashion. Hertsgaard

and Ponchak; SarbaneS and Tydings; Udall, Carter, Jackson,

and the rest—who seriously takes the time to sort them all

out? Well do it.Then you can blame someone else.

staffers
Ever thought of becoming an N-L staffer? Well, take a

moment to think about it friends, 'cause if this rag's gonna

survive next year, let alone the next four weeks, we'll need

your help.
We've tried to lure you suckers down here. We've knocked

on your doors, sponsored contests, and open houses. What

else can we do?
The News-Letter crew is an alarmingly small group of

crazies, egomaniacs and misfits, a crew that braves lousy

hours, academic dereliction, and heaps of abuse just to put

out this paper. But we can only do it for so long. You can't

pull an issue out of the air every week.

We need writers, photographers, business hustlers,

hangers-out and Pimlico picksters. Most of all, we need

paste-up whiz kids, correction fitters, headliners and typists.

week-end
Backing too many longshots lately? we 'know a sure bet.

This coining week-end, no matter how you look at it, you
're

going to have a good time.

No sparse hours on this one; besides music, sports and

nicks, we also find a round of original one act plays and W
alt

Disney's own tribute to little Alice, the darling of all Hopkins

. carts. This week-end isn't just going to be fun, it's de
stined

fly!

Another roice

Teachers are no match for tests
By JULIAN C. STANLEY

ABSTRACT: Standardized group

aptitude and educational

achievement tests are splendid

locators of high ability among

intellectually precocious youths.

The talent-finding value of such

tests has been neglected, while

critics decry their misuse with

other groups: A "natural

experiment" dramatically

revealed that score on a difficult

standardized mathematics-

aptitude test predicted

achievement in mathematics over
a 2 or 3-year period considerably

better than did the judgment of
the student's present

mathematics teacher. For
differentiating among students in
the upper 1% or 2% of their age

group, tests designed for much
older groups are essential

supplements to grade-level tests
and judgmental procedures. A
few months ago in a prime-time
"Myth of the IQ" program, CBS

commentator Dan Rather
excoriated IQ tests. He pointed
out, correctly, that they have
been misused, especially during
the 1920's. Little was said on the
program, however, about the
great talent-finding value of
ability tests. An event at Johns
Hopkins University illustrates
dramatically what a .powerful

predictor one such widely used

test can be.
In the . spring of 1975 the

Department of Mathematics
conducted a contest among 11th

graders in the Baltimore,

Maryland vicinity who were

nominated by their teachers. I

heard about the contest and

secured permission to nominate

19 youths to whom I had

administered a difficult

multiple-choice mathematical

reasoning test two or three years

earlier when they were

1 3-year-old 8th graders. (This

was the mathematical part of the

College Entrance Examination

Board's Scholastic Aptitude Test,

SAT-M) Ten of the 19 young

men took the math department's

test.
The results were astounding.

Among the 51 persons who

entered the contest, the 10

chosen by SAT-M ranked

1,2,3,5.5,7,8,12,16.5,19, and

23.5. Points earned by the top

three were 140, 112, and 91. The

highest-scoring person nominated

only by a teacher scored 83. Just

3 of the 10 (ranks 2,5.5, and 19)

had also been nominated by their

teachers.
The No. 1 contestant was not

nominated by his teacher. He is

quite able mathematically but

0.06M041
mr.•

had been far from the top of the

396 entrants in my March 1972

SAT-M contest. Most of the

higher scorers from that testing

had already skipped beyond the

11th grade and therefore were

not eligible, to enter the math

department's contest. (The ablest

of them, a 16-year-old Hopkins

student, had already completed a

junior-year course in

mathematical analysis with a

final grade of A.)
The moral seems clear: Math

teachers who had known their

nominees at least seven months

were no match for

several-year-old scores on a

standardized objective test of

mathematical aptitude in

selecting students to do well on a

test prepared by college teachers.

One of the teacher nominees

received only 2 points, whereas

no SAT-M nominees ranked

lower than 23.5 out of 51.
Let us not blame teachers for

all of this, though. They have

little time in regular classes to

interact at a high level with
students as able as those who

when young score extremely high

on SAT-M. Someone should

identify these precocious youths

early, however, and see that their
great talent is used more fully

than the usual age-in-grade math

classes permit. This is what

SMPY is doing (Keating, 1976:

Stanley, Keating, & Fox, 1974).

The 6th graders to 8th graders

who score in the upper 2% of

national norms on in-grade

achievement batteries are

administered much more difficult

tests such as SAT-M after

appropriate practice. The harder

tests spread out the top 2% over

a wide range from good through

excellent to superb. The upper

end of the ability distribution in,
for example, mathematical

reasoning ability tends toward

infinity. It is in the upper reaches

of this properly tested segment

that really extraordinary ability

will be found, for example, the

99.99th percentile.
Teachers may be able to

identify the upper 1% or 2% by

observation and with the aid of

in-grade tests, but they can

hardly be expected to find the

top 1 in 200 or 500 or 10,000

without special assistance.

Systematic talent searches such

as SMPY conducted help them to

recognize superior talent and

nurture it
How unusual mathematically

can a youth be? Our most

precocious student entered

college in New York City in the

fall of 1973 as a full-time student

at age 111/2 after completing the

6th grade of a public elementary

school. He began with subjects

such as Calculus III, By June of

1975, at 131/4 years old, he had

completed four full semesters

with As in all courses except for
Bs in French III and one credit of

bowling.
Perhaps, if given the same

opportunity, Gauss, Newton, and
Einstein would have been even
more precocious educationally.

(Dr. Stanley is the director of the

Study of Mathematically

Precocious Youth ISMPY1 at

Hopkins)



Windham sinks into the lush green hills of Vermont
By ERIC GARLAND

"Nestled in the green hills of
southern Vermont" begin most
brochure descriptions of
Windham College, accompanied
by an array of nature-oriented
pictures. Located in the town of
Putney (original home of the
Quaking Shakers), the school is
one of countless small liberal arts
colleges which dot the nation.
Windham, though, is about to
succumb to the mounting
pressures which these colleges
face.
The academic year ends next

week,. one month ahead of
schedule. On March 17, President
Harrison Symmes announced, in
conjunction with the Board of
Trustees, that Windham had run
out of money; only a short-term
loan allowed the school to
double up its operation rather
than face immediate collapse.
The demise of a college, however,
goes well beyond any educational
trends or even hard financial
matters.
In the early seventies,

Windham had an enrollment of
close to 1,000 students and a
budget (under President Eugene
Winslow) over a quarter of a
million dollars in the black. At
the start of the 75-76 year, there
were only 540 students and a
$300,000 deficit. Obviously, a
budget whose bulk is carried by
student tuitions will sink with a

s decline in attendance. The
question of Windham's folding,
then, rests on the reasons for the
steady drop in enrollment. "One
flaw stands out," reads a
proposal for a possible re-opening
next fall as "Windham II": "It is
simply that some time ago a
decision was made to sacrifice
quality and character to size."
The blame, from all quarters,

falls directly on the President.
Symmes took office in the fall of
1973, succeeding Winslow, who
had resigned under pressure from
the faculty (after he tried to
abolish tenure). As the college's
third president in its twenty
years, Symmes, according to
ex-Dean of Students Joe Mandell,
"came in with a mandate from
the Board of Trustees to change
our reputation, correct the
'permissiveness'."

Windharri's image was that of a
loose, uppr-middle class
suburban students drug school.

Wendy Curtiss (editor of the

college paper), along with many
others, has named the drug
reputation as the fatal factor,
saying that it discouraged high
school counselors and potential

students. "It's killed this place

above anything else," she stated,
but added that "actually, it's no
worse than any other school."
The scale of drug use (or abuse:

there was an OD in January) is
debatable; in the end, it would

certainly attract more people

than it would scare away.
Problems

What Symmes faced was a
structural problem. The college
had over-expanded in the late
sixties, adding more buildings
until a total mortgage assessment
of $10 million was reached. When
the crunch came in the last few
years, the schools had to be
prepared to handle it. "Symmes
and the Trustees couldn't control
the main variables," said Mandell,
"which were academic choice
and tuition. So they
concentrated on lower-level
reasons, like student life, the
drug image."
Symmes came from a

diplomatic, not academic
background; he had served 26
years in the State Department
and Foreign Service. "When he
came, Windham no longer had an
accessible president," said
Eugene Cherney, Student
Trustee. "He set an
anti-community tone: a small
liberal arts college runs on
togetherness, a closeness."

Rather than living near campus,

he kept a mansion in Brattleboro,

a town 10 miles south of Putney.

With his governmental

background, he "delegated

bureaucrats to deal with

students, created an aloofness
and distance," according to
Mandell. He doubled the size oi
the administration in the midst
of a shrinking environment.
One of the President's earliest

actions was to fire Mandell,
ostensibly for a failure to keep
students at Windham. This
completely broke off any

relationship with the community.

One student remarked, "He lost

our trust in one week over

Mandell." A number of

administrative directors resigned,

and student services almost

disappeared. Students held a

convocation: "We tried to

communicate, but Symmes just

turned his back. The president
had a chance to listen, change,

but instead any mutual respect
disappeared." "The man's not up
front," said Curtiss, "the
administration is not honest.

Students feel they deserve a
greater voice and be allowed to
know."

After the March 17 statement,
students tried, and were denied,
access to the books and financial
records. Some one finally stole
them, and sent a copy to Chase
Manhattan in New York.
An alienated president isn't

going to doom a college, no
matter how srrull or close-knit the
community is. Symmes'
character, mistakes, and fiscal
incompetence made a terrible
combination, but four hundred
students left on their own
decisions. With tuition, room and
board totalling $4600, many felt it

had become too expensive for its
benefits. Although the faculty is
universally praised, there was a

common complaint of academic
constraint, with liberal arts

lacking in specialization. The

Windham II proposal stated, "We

witnessed the development of
factionalization based primarily

on department and
discipline...the lack of interaction
and interchange has rendered
Windham incapable of satisfying
student and faculty needs."

"the figures and hanks

told us to make cuts.

Symmes didn't want

to face the facts .

Windham went to open
admissions a few years ago, but

the freshman class kept
decreasing. The increasing
attrition rate "was mainly due to

smallness and academic matters,"

Mandell said. "Students used
Windham as a stepping-stone, and
then it became too costly."

Besides the financial and
academic discouragements.
Curtiss said, "there is a general

apathy that is appalling. The

student union is dead; there's

nothing to do. The physical plant

is dreary and living conditions are

run down." Indeed, the

institution-style complex, with

identical white campus buildings

and dorms, gives one an

oppressed feeling. As for hopes

that the students will rally and

save .Windham , a student

government member said, "When
the goddam students have the

power at their fingertips, they
just sit back."

Right now any potential
power lies with the faculty and
students, as the president has
long since given up. "Harry has
not the slightest belief in keeping
the college open," said Cherney.
Most present administrators have
no involvement with Windham 11
plans; Symmes will leave with a
$30,000 presidential pension.
Whether he consciously tried to
close the college is a moot point.
What did happen, according to
Cherney, is that "the figures and
banks told us to make cuts.
Symmes didn't want to face the
facts, didn't alert the trustees to
the situation. We (the trustees)
didn't face reality; we listened
more to Symmes than to the
figures."
The banks lost faith in the

college to attract and keep
students, and were also
displeased with 'Windham's
waiting so long to act. A
$382,000 debt was carried over
from 74-75, making the total
deficit about $700,000. In
January, the Vermont National
Bank turned down a request for a
$1 million long-term loan, and cut
off a half-million dollar line of
credit. Windham finally received
a $175 thousand short-term loan.
In mid-March that amount ran
out, and another loan saved the
college for a final month. Stanley
Zelinski, a math professor,
commented "the past practice of
borrowing this month's
expenditures based on next
year's expectations was a totally
foolish policy."
The faculty unanimously

volunteered to work from April 1
without pay (in effect, they will
only receive 7/12 of their salary,
since it is spread monthly, rather
than based on the academic
year). Meanwhile, Symmes had
the professors sign a salary
deferment statement, but, when
requested, refused to sign it

himself. The students took over

many of the maintenance and

cafeteria functions, also without

pay.
Proposals for a Windham II

have been worked out
meticulously; however, a
convocation to present them
drew less than 200 students. A
petition to solicit $50 escrow
deposits for a possible next year
drew only three money
responses. "A lot of students are
not going to pledge," said an SG
member, "Will it be open? In
what form? We need assurance
that come next April Windham
won't be in the same situation as
we are today. Students don't like
a stall play, don't want the
maybes that we've gotten the
past two years." •

The
final decision rests with the
Board of Trustees, and that
depends mainly on community
response. The proposals call for
roughly the same tuition (and 6
hours a week volunteer work),
projected for 300 students, with
32 faculty members (there are 54
at present) at flat $10,000
salaries. Windham II institutes a
lot of basic structural changes
and reflects an advanced
educational theory, but the
financial realities would seem to
negate any loftly academic
attractiveness. .Charles Corry , SG
President, reflected, "Just to
bopen the doors in the fall is what
you would call a miracle."
As the end draws near,

despondency and the wish to
finally finish with the trauma
seem to be the general attitude.
Despite the sincere dedication of
a number of students and
faculty, the problems appear
insurmountable. Thefts of college
and personal property, such as
stereos, scales, and guns, have
become common.

With a
financially inept and personally
aloof president, and an
increasingly !expensive--
decreasingly satisfying program,
Windham folds next week,
leaving a lot of distraught and
stranded people. As Mandell
stated, "the people in leadership
didn't understand
Windham...lacked sensitivity to
show our identity." Windham's
identity now is one that similar
colleges must soberly realize.
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SC Elections
Candidates who wish to run for class offices
petition containing:

I) their name
2) office desired
3) 60 signatures of members of their class

to Mrs. LaPointe's office by 4:30 PM (in the
office).

Class Offices Priman Election
will be held on Wed., Thurs.. Fri..

April I I. 15.16

••••

should submit a

rear of the SAC

Todalk is the FINAL DAY of the S.C. Presidential
Runoff—VOTING ENDS AT 7:00 PM.

The Johns Hopkins University Student Council Presents

Weather Report

Special Guest Attraction

John McLaughlin with Shakti

Sunday April 11,1976 Newton H. White
8 p.m. Athletic Center

Homewood Campus

with Hopkins I.D. $5.00 Others $6.00

Tickets available at
all Record Masters

Record Tape Collectors
Music Liberated

Freedom Factory

Music Machine
Time Peace Boutiques
Hopkins Union Desk

and the Bolt. Civic Center Box Office

for Info call 366-3300 ext. 1405
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To rest

Strack's border dreams: is he ever really awake?
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By G. M. SMITH
They are in occupied territory,

in an open field without cover.
The snow is deep and keeps
falling. Suddenly Strack shouts
out from the rear of the
three-man patrol. He wants to
rest. Daetwyler deems it critical
to continue and gives the signal
to do so. They are less than three
miles from the border when
Strack falters.
"Better keep it moving,

Strack." Daetwyler's tone is flat
and threatening and his eyes
begin to bulge. Holtz, standing in
the middle, looks from
Daetwyler to Strack . Only
Strack's head is visible. He has
stopped walking and now sits in
the snow up to his chin. Holtz
stands still for what seems a long
time, torn between the two men.
Daetwyler finally storms off,
glowering.

Strack won't budge. He stares
at Holtz triumphantly and asks
Holtz to light him a cigarette.
Holtz reaches into his parka. He
takes a Luger from his side
Pocket and shoots Strack
through the mouth.

Daetwyler is a long way off.
By the time Holtz catches up he
iS out pf breath. Daetwyler
continues walking and does not

slow up. They are closing in on
the border. Before crossing Holtz
jams the Luger in Daetwyler's
back and empties the magazine.
Daetwyler falls face first in the
snow.

Daetwyler wakes from the
dream. Despite the snow and
freezing temperature his armpits
and forehead are perspiring. He
throws off his blankets and
shouts at Holtz and Strack to
wake. The sun is already up.

Hello
Near noon Strack shouts out

for rest. The snow is pocket-high
and still falling. Daetwyler
deems it critical to continue

and gives the signal to do so.
They are in occupied territory
and dread each step. But there is p,
something else, something :z
Daetwyler keeps to himself.
Strack's cry for rest dragged into
his mind the fragment of a —
sweaty dream. It is this more
than the fear of being captured
by an unseen enemy that
convinces Daetwyler to continue,
as if by moving he can somehow
dodge the dream.

But Strack falters. And then
Strack stops altogether and sits in
the snow. Only his head is visible.
He seems pleased with himself
and asks for a cigarette.

More Behind-the-Sceners

Meet the original other voice. Kok, Ffonsark's what they call me
down here in the production dungeon, and I can zip through ten sheets

of paste-up quicker than you can spell b-o-d-o-n-i. lIf only there was

something to paste up. I waste more time gobbling peanuts and
scrubbing folio lines. But it's a job, yeh know?

• - .;Vit
Hi, I'm Beth, the boldest of the bunch, and brother you gotta be

bold to work down in this pit. REd paper, headlines, fonts, and typos

all night long. And morning's too. In fact, while you were eating

breakfast this morning, I was gluing in the last photo credit on page 8.

And you'll never know the difference.
I set up the campus notes. Better watch out if you don't bring them

to the N-L on time. I've got a mighty heavy razor blade as the evening

wears on.

Daetwyler's ears begin to buzz.
Before he can think he produces
a Luger from his parka and waves
it wildly in Strack's direction to
scare him. The gun accidentally
discharges and Strack is killed.
The bullet goes through Strack's
mouth and out the back of the
head. There is little blood to be
seen, even against the field of
snow, the bullet has penetrated
so cleanly. Holtz looks on and
says nothing. He knows
Daetwyler's orders are to shoot
anyone that resists his command.

Daetwyler walks on for some
time. Holtz is supposed to fall
into line and follow. That is the
order, but Holtz does not follow.

Daetwyler retraces his steps,
snorting and fuming hot breath
like a horse. He finds Holtz on all
fours, stabbing the snow and
frozen earth with his knife. A
grave for Strack? Daetwyler does
not wait to find out. He pulls the
Luger from his parka and shoots
out with eyes closed. Someone
shakes him and then speaks.
"Wake up, Strack. It's light

already." The first dream passes
through the second, both the
products of Strack's war-torn
mind. He reaches for the Luger in
his parka by instinct and fingers
the cold trigger. Is he awake? The
gun comes out of his pocket. He
cannot stop it. He looks at the

loading indicator and sees that
the magazine is full. Daetwyler
and Holtz are huddled close
together, their backs to Strack,
sharing a cigarette. Strack holds
the gun steady with both hands
and opens fire.
He waits to wake with a

tightening grip in his stomach
that forces him to empty his
bowels. Then he chews the inside
of his mouth and spits blood as
he shouts "Wake up! Wake up!"
until the words are foreign.
When the sun goes down

Strack gathers his blankets about
his shoulders and starts for the
border. When he needs rest, he
rests.

letters to the editor
To the Editor:

I am intrigued by your report
(News-Letter, March 23) of
"Valuable Volumes Sold by
Mistake." Unfortunately you
specify neither the names of the
books nor their values. And if
perchance there was a hero
bookhunter who retrieved a
$200.00 book for the library, he
iias been denie appropriate media
laurels.
As a bookseller hopeful of

finding just such prizes, I visited
your sale three times. However,
my practical commercial eye
spotted nary a single valuable
rarity.

Included in the sale were a few
volumes inscribed by one-time
Hopkins professors. Such
inscriptions add little or nothing
to the intrinsic commerical value
of the books. That every such
book should be enshrined in the
Hopkins archives would be a
practical impossibility. Possible
exceptions would be an inserted
letter of historic interest or a

heavily annotated volume from

the library of a distinguished
scholar.
The charges made against the

Eisenhoweer Library, therefore,

seem to me hasty and unfair.
Allen Atwood

Allen's Bookshop

The following is a letter sent

to President Muller by Alan Fink,

Senior Class President.

Dear Dr. Muller:
By mandate of my class, I

would like to take this
opportunity to formally request
that the Johns Hopkins
University award an Honorary
Doctorate of Laws to "Mother"
Shayegan , an Iranian political
prisoner. "Mother" Shayegan has
been imprisoned as a result of her
publicly decrying the murder of
her son, Mader, by the Iranian
Secret Police. My class supports

the granting of an Honorary
Degree to "Mother" Shayegan in
recognition of her continued
struggle for human rights and
liberty.

Anything that you might do to
facilitate the granting of this
degree would be most
appreciated.

Alan Fink, President
Class of 1976

JAZZ, from page 6

But since then, Jarrett has not
bused electronic instruments. As
he said in a recent interview, "I
feel like electricity and
electronics are two different
things. Electronics are science
using part of electricity to
produce, for example, sound or
light. And electricity is a bigger
thing that cannot be taken and
used that way, unless you make
it smaller. And since electricty's
bigger and it goes through
people, and it's known that's
true, I hesitate even to accept
that there is such a thing as
electronic music....There's such a
thing as electric music, but it
doesn't go through wires."
As for the Solo Concerts,

Jarrett says he stooped last
February. He As for the Solo
Concerts, Jarrett says he stopped
last February. He said there were
"many reasons, very complex.
Not complex to me, but to
explain it to other people would

be confusing. To put it simply,
people were becoming addicted
to them. And then they were not
realizing how much energy it
took me to do one, and everyone
got to expect one in their own
neighborhood. So I decided the
only way to be fair to all these
people would be not to do them
at all.
"So instead of doing them, at

the end of the period we
recorded a few of them, and we
released Koeln (on ECM records).
In the future, there'll probably
be another studio solo album."

Jarrett's music is exploratory
in the sense that there are no set
boundaries or structures. Stride
piano and Ayleresque saxophone
may go hand in hand, if it feel
and sounds right. Actually, the
music is alot like Jarrett's
conversation (and to hear Jarrett,
the interview exerpted here will
be broadcast on WCVT-FM at
nine tonight).

In short, acoustic or electric,
this is your weekend.
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Free Pizza

Senior Class Party

Friday April 23
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Study in Italy
this Summer

BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS

•
•

includes
Tuition.
room & board
excursions.
all books,
art materials

JUNE 10 - JULY 20
Anthropology • Renaissance Art

Painting, Drawing and Design

Etruscan and Roman Art and

Architecture • Italian Language

BARBIERI CENTER/ROME CAMPUS
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 061 06

(203) 527-3151 ext. 221

Write also for details on
Fall and Spring Programs

The Barbieri Center, Inc. admits students regardless of
sex and of any race, color, creed and national or eth-
nic origin.

Is it sick_
to
a

Not If it's an extraordinary Pilot Razor Point marker pen.
A fiber-tipped pen so precisely balanced, it will always feel comfortable

in your hand, even after hours of writing. Its sturdy plastic point, surrounded
by a unique Pilot metal "collar" writes a distinctly smooth, sharp line.

In fact, it's the thinnest tipped pen you can buy. And that makes it just
great for pages of notes or that one important love letter. Best of all, it's
only 69c and is now available at your college book store.

So if your Pilot pen makes you lovesick, don't be
ashamed to admit it. After all, it'll
always be good to you.

...„

. .. . -..•.

Le Cercle Francais presente

JACQUES YVART
Chanteur Folklorique

le 9 avril a 19 h 30

au ListeningViewing Rm

Entrée $.75

avec carte d'identite universitaire.... $.50

Pick-a-hump
There're lots of ways to get to Israel. We've got two. Long-term arid short-term

prograns.
And these two ways actually offer you 22 different options of things to do in

Israel
On the one hump we otter short-term programs that last a summer. There are

12 of these in all. Kibbutz programs. Work, study programs. Archaeology digs.

Ulpans. Science programs And more.

On the other hump we offer long-term programs for a semester, 6 months or a

year. There are 10 in all. Work study programs at Israeli Universities. Volunteer pro-

grams in Development Towns and kibbutzim. Professional placemer it programs.

And more.
All in all, we offer you a caravan of programs to choose from that include

roundtrip air transportation, room, board, tuition fees (if applicable), and tourjng

through Israel for one inclusive price.

Return the coupon below for our catalogue, further information and the num-

ber of our office or representative nearest you.

Of our two ways to Israel, one hump is right for you.

Israel Program Center/AZYF,

515 Pork Avenue. N.Y. N.Y 10022
(212) 751-6070
I'm interested in your programs
to Israel Please send me further
information on your

Long-term programs
.1= Short-term programs

Name

Address

City.

School

State _ __Zip

:PILOT-1**line marker pens.
inaRycliaue, ru___eraft

Pilot Corporation of America. 41 5 36th St., Long Island City, N.Y. 11101
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British
airways

MIN.
DATE PRICE

Jun 19-Aug 21
Jun 26-Jul 17
Jun 27-Jul 11
Jul 24-Aug 14

Aug 22-Sep 5

$329 9 weeks
$329 3 weeks
$339 2 weeks
$329 3 weeks
$329 2 weeks

Open to all members of the
Hopkins Community

BOOKING
DEADLINE

April 17
April 23
April 24

May 20

June 20

* This is a Travel Group Charter whose minimum Please Contact: or contact
airfare is based on a full plane load and may JUDY PASKA Burch Travel Ltd.increase to but not exceed a maximum of 20% due
to unsold seats or defaults of original partici- Student Activities Office 3900 N. Charles Street
pants; includes a$59-69 service charge; excludes Hopkins Union Ext. 1405 Baltimore, Maryland 21218 •U.S. departure tax. To be eligible, BTL Travel must• receive a $90 deposit 65 days before departure. or after 5 call: 243-0031 III

: 19 OTHER FLIGHTS AVAILABLE THROUGH DECEMBER 467-3900 ••• II11111M1111111111111111111110111111111111101111111111111111•11111111111111MINNIIIIIIIME1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

-.11119
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Weather Reporters Zawinul,
Shorter, Pastorius, Thompson
and Acuna give their
listeners more than
they've bargained for.
Once agai▪ n.

Weather Repo
Indisputably
incomparable.
"Black Marker
On Columbia
Records and Tapes.

weather Report/Black 
Market

including.

Gibraltar Barbary 
Coast' Elegant 

People

Cannon Ball Herandnu

Available at Recordmaster's

•
•
•

The All-New
LNIC:IM'A© WEPCXXITI

Iron On Book
to decorate T-shirts, tank tops or Grandma's favorite sofa

Sixteen
Original

Des;gns for
Your Chest

Sixteen creations from those swell folks at Not LompCo.
the company that will sell you anything.

Iron-ons include political put downs, purely artistic designs in theNotional Lampoon fashion, and other full-color art and words andmiscellanea that hove- never before been seen in the short butfascinating history of the T-shirt

These heat-transfer designs would ordinarily sell at stores every-where for $1„00 each instead of 16 for $2.50. but Notional Lampoon
designs are not available at stores anywhere.
The Notional Lampoon Iron On Book is distributed in bookstores

and on newsstands on a limited basis and may not be available in
your area If nor, you can order it by sending $2 50 to the Notional
Lampoon. 635 Madison Avenue. New York. New York. 10022. Please
be sure to print your name and address. listing your correct zipcode number

  (3 locations)
V 0 A •mARCAS RIG t 1976.C8S INC
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Hampden Flick

Are you interested in
going to LAW SCHOOL?
Announcing:

Hofstra Law School's
Pre-Law Summer Training Institute
HOFSTRA LAW SCHOOL will offer a "Pre-Law Summer Training
Institute" for six weeks from June 8-July 15. Taught by Professor
Stuart Rabinowitz of the Hofstra Law School faculty, the Institute will

help you develop the analytical skills and advocacy techniques
necessary for the successful completion of law school. The curriculum
will include case analysis taught with the traditional Socratic Method,

legal research and writing, and advocacy techniques and methods of

taking law school examinations. A Certificate of Successful
Completion will be awarded at the end of the course.

Minimum Requirements for Admission

Applicants must have successfully completed two years of college.

If you plan to attend Law School, get a jump on your
fellow students by requesting an application.

Write Pre-Law Summer Training Institute,
Hofstra Law School, Hempstead,
New York 11550,
or call (516) 560-3636.

AIR—CONDITIONED
DORM SPACE AVAILABLE.

HOFSTRA,
UNIVERSITY
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911 W. 36th Street
243-2456

April 9 and 10
Astaire ez Rogers in
"Top Hat"

Laurel & Hardy in
"Music Box"

Times are 5:00, 7:25, 9:50

Always a matinee starting at 1:00 on Saturday
and Sunday

"Little Rascals"

Regular schedule beginning at 5:00

April 11, 13 and 14
Busby Berkeley
"Golddiggers of 1935"

Times are 5:00, 6:50, 8:40

April 15, 16 and 17
Rita Hayworth, Deborah Kerr, David Niven
and Burt Lancaster in
"Separate Tables"

Closed Mondays

Admission $1.50 for adults, $.75 for children.

The Most Devastating
Detective Story Of This Century.

REDFORD/HOFFMAN
'KBE PREMENTR MEN"

ROBERT REDFORD/DUSTIN HOFFMAN ALLT HE PRESIDENT S MEN.
• Stag ing JACK WARDEN Special appearance by MARTIN BALSAM. HAL HOLBROOK and JASON ROBARDS as Ben Bradlee
Screenplay by WILLIAM GOLDMAN -Based on the book by CARL BERNST EIN and BOB WOODWARD Music by DAVID SHIRE

Produced by WAI J ER COBLENZ • pirected by ALAN J PAK ULA
Tpchn,co,

A Wilciwood Enterprises Prod Opal •A Robert Redtord Nan Pak, 1!a PrnP G ..Wrrt2.7-15., "Op

RANDALLSTOWN
Liberty & Old Court Rd.

655-2087

SENATOR
York Rd. at Belvedere

435-8338

CINEMA HARUNDALE
Harundale Mall Shp. Ctr.

SO. 1-6055

Summer Jobs

CHEFS & COOKS — ARE

YOU LOOKING FOR A

SUMMER JOB? Experienced

help needed to work at a girls

summer camp n ear

Waynesboro, Pa. Must be able

to cook for 240 people. Must

live in for the summer. Good

pay for a six day week.

Relerences are required. Write

Camp Office, 2531 Farringdon

Road:, Baltimore, Md. 21 209

Our jet
fares to

Europe are
less than
any other
scheduled
airline's.

$360 through
June 15, and
you can book
anytime.

If you are 12 to 23, our
youth fare is made for
you. $360 round-trip
New York-Luxembourg.
through June 15; $410
June 16 through
September 15. From
Chicago, $401 through
June 15: $451 from
June 16 through
September 15. Direct
flights from New York
and Chicago to
Luxembourg in the
heart of Europe. Fares
subject to government
approval. See your
travel agent, write
or call:
Icelandic Airlines,
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y.,
N.Y. 10020.
800-555-1212

ICELIINDIC

41.J

\I

2-4:30-7-9:30 2:10-4:40-7:10-9:45 2-4:40-7:20-9:50
C
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Jay batmen sweep four out of five during holidays
By DAVID KRAUS

As most Hopkins students
(?'leaded home for spring break,

the Blue Jay baseball team
headed into an important part of
their schedule—MAC-conference
Play.
The Homewood nine opened•

league competition with vacation
doubleheaders against division
rivals Haverford and Swathmore
and a single contest this past
Wednesday against non-divisional
foe, Western Maryland.
Strong pitching and excellent

team defense proved to be
strengths as the Jays swept past
Haverford by scores of 3-2 and
6-2, split with Swathmore,
winning 1-0 before bowing 4-0,
and downed Western Maryland
6.4
The Jays now hold an overall

record of 4-2 and an
MAC-divisional mark of 3-1,

putting them in a second-place
tie with Swathmore.
The doubleheader against

Haverford was played at
Homewood on March 29. The
visitors got off to a quick start,
scoring two runs off Blue Jay
starter Ed Chory in the top of
the first inning.

Hopkins cut the lead in half
with a lone tally in the bottom of
the second, and then moved in
front for good in the home half
of the fourth.

Roy Novick's fielder's choice
was misplayed, allowing Bob
Babb to score from second. Dave
Lewing then rapped a single,
scoring Novick and giving the
Jays a 3-2 advantage.

Solid pitching enabled the lead
to hold up. After his shaky first
inning, Chory settled down and
didn't allow a hit in the next
three innings he worked. Reliever

t3

cn Hopkin's Jim

Jason Sussman hurled the final
three frames (the doubleheader
games last only seven innings)
and gave up only one hit.
The highlight of the second

War with Virginia tomorrow
• The annual war between

, Hopkins and the University ofVirginia is set for tomorrow at
, 11:45 a.m. on the Wahoo's
!st°1111)1ng grounds, Scott Stadium
ln 

Charlottesville.
Pitting the fifth-ranked Blue;Jays and the host Cavaliers---.rated1just one notch below—always

produces interesting results such
'Is last year's one-goal overtime
tioPkins victory on opening day.
Coach Glenn Thiel's Virginians

dre off to an auspicious 4-1 start.
They crushed Duke and Franklin
and Marshall and then defeated a
tough UMBC squad 19-10. But

perhaps their biggest, or at least
most impressive win this season
was the 21-8 pasting they
administered to Washington
College, a team which has already
beaten Hopkins and just lost to
third-ranked Navy by one goal.

Snubbed
Despite a 7-4 record and a

seventh place rating, the Wahoos
were snubbed in the post-season
playoff selections last year, the
first time in five years that one of
the top eight teams in the
coaches' poll was not chosen as
one of the eight tournament tens.
A young team, the Cavs return

Blue Jay Way
By STEVE LEVIN
We really looked past

Washington College; the coaches,
\ the players, we all did!"

That was Hopkins lacrosse
coach Henry Ciccarone's
exP1anation of' the Shoremen's
Stunning 13-11 upset of the Blue
JaYs down at Chestertown during
siring break, accounting for the
JaYs' 4-1 record.

11°Pkin5 had just come off a
15-8 win over Towson

[State on Saturday at
:1°Inewood. In winning the first
lacrosse meeting ever between
the Jays and the Tigers, Hopkins
survived a slow start that saw the
scored tied at 2 after one quarter,
to take a 5-/ halftime lead. The
hosts • expanded that in the
second half and only the
brillian t goaltending of Paul
kusso (23 saves) kept the Tigers
tvithin seven goals.
One glaring weakness was

!PParent against Towson:
i iace-offs.
"I haven't been pleased with

°lir face-off work all year,"
greed Ciccarone. "It will be the
key to the remainder of our
eason starting against Virginia
°n Saturday. We've been
43ending more time on face-offs
tills year than ever before, and,

,,Pecially Dale Kohler, we have
/11nproved. And now that Jimmy
??hill's healthy, he and Dale, Bob
Ilairnone and Steve Wey are

all capable."
After the debacle at

Chestertown, the Jays trekked up
to Princeton on Saturday where
they soundly beat the Tigers
16-10 though they had to
overcome a lethargic opening
quarter to do so. After the first
fifteen minutes, the Blue Jays
put on one of their best
performances of the season. The
defense completely smothered
the vaunted Tiger attack and the
Blue Jays were able to keep the
ball in their own offensive end
with fine gound ball play,
bombarding Princeton goalie
Kevin Gray.

Injuries continue to plague
Hopkins. Midfielder don Kurz
reinjured his knee and will be
gone for at least another couple
of weeks. don Zimmerman also
reinjured his already crippled
knee and is doubtful for Virginia.
George Johnson and Mike
Sheedy are still suffering from
shin splints and attackmen Franz
Wittelsberger--bruised ribs, and
Richie Hirsch--shoulder trouble,
will play despite the injuries.
On the plus side of the ledger,

defenseman Mike Connor is
recovered from his knee knjury
and Jim Moorhead is over a bad
shoulder while backup goalie Jay
Trainor has "looked great"
according to Chic since his
return, and Jimmy Cahill is back
to 100%.

eager to make some people regret
that decision.

Twelve lettermen return on a
squad which Coach Thiel terms
"not deep but talented."

Addition
All three starting attackmen

return bolstered by the addition
of a fine freshman. Kris Snider,
last year's top scorer, ranked
ninth in the country in assists,
and is a fine natural assisting
attacicman who can control the
game from behind the goal.

Baltimoreans Bruce Barker and
Emmet Voekel join Snider.
Voekel, from Loyola, was the
Wahoos second leading scorer. He
is Thiel's best ground ball
attackman, a strong dodger and
an aggressive rider.
Barker is the ideal crease

attacicman at 6'5", 200 pounds.
The Gilman grad was the Cav's
top goal scorer last season with
22 while also contributing 12
assists.

Freshman Paul O'Brien assists
the starting trio. O'Brien played
for last year's MSA title team at
Calvert Hall where he won
All-MSA and All-American
honors.

Captain Paul Marchiano leads
the midfielders for Virginia. A
three-year letter winner,
MarchianO is one of the top
defensive middies in the nation.
He excels on ground balls and is
one of the hosts' keys on
extra-man defense.

Five other letter winners
return at midfield. Generally
Virginia's play should be
characterized by great speed, fine
stickhandling, and the ability to
capitalize on the unsettled
situation. That "finesse" style
starts in the midfield.

Defensively, the Wahoos
return two starters, one of
whom—Willie Hazlehurst—"could
be the best defenseman in the
country" according to Hopkins'
Coach Henry Ciccarone. Also a
Gilman grad, Hazlehursti was a
second team All-American last
year and joins returnee Ed
Spencer and converted middie
Vince Sandusky on the close
defense.

Duffy makes tag at the plate

game against Haverford was the
pitching performance turned in
by Hopkins mound ace Billy
Jones. Jones went the full seven
innings, permitting only ont hit,
striking out eight and allowing no
earned runs.

Jones' effort was backed up by
a well-balanced offensive showing
by his teammates. Dave Lewing
led the way with two hits, while
senior co-captain Jim Duffy
knocked home two runs.
The Blue Jays travelled to

Pennsylvania for their April 3rd
doubleheader with Swathmore.
Once again, pitching was the
dominant force in both games.
And once again, Billy Jones

did a masterful job for the men
from Homewood. Jones hurled
his second straight complete
game, allowing just three hits and
retiring, in order, the last se'ven
Swathmore batters to face him.
The Blue Jay batsmen gave

their star pitcher the lead he
needed in the top of the fifth. A
two-out double by Larry Santoro
scored Duffy from second base
with the only run of the game.

Swarthmore got its revenge in
the second game. Well-placed hits
and effective pitching enabled

the home team to come off with
a 4-0 victory and a split of the
two contests.
Wednesday's home game

against arch-rival Western
Maryland was an exciting and
well-played match-up. The Blue
Jays opened the scoring in the
bottom of the third as Babb's
RBI double and a run producing
single from John Jerabeck ,gave
Hopkins a 2-0 advantage.
The visitors tied the game just

half an inning later on a two-run
single. They then moved out to a
4-2 lead with lone runs in the
sixth and seventh innings.

Homestretch
Hopkins began to chip away at

the lead in the home half of the
seventh. Duffy's one-base hit
brought in Lewing from second,
cutting the deficit to 4-3 and
setting the stage for the events of
the following inning.

With two outs in the bottom
of the eighth and the bases
loaded with Blue Jays,
third-baseman Dave Emala ripped
a three-run double to right.
Reliever Sussman set the visitors
down in order in the top of the
ninth and Hopkins gained the 6-4
victory.

Runners still sprintin
By BRUCE FOX

With a split of a triangular
meet Tuesday, the Hopkins track
team ortended its season record
to 3-3. This results from an
opening day victory over Loyola

.followed by a win over
Swarthmore and defeats at the
hands of Franklin and Marshall as
well as UMBC during the
vacation.

This week's meet saw the Jays
challenge one of their toughest
opponents as Gettysburg College
won by a large margin. Hopkins
just nudged by Albright to claim
the second position.
Some outstanding

performances were turned in by
all three teams in the track and
field competition. The Jays were
led by sophomore John Coad
who threw the shot put an
incredible 47'43/4" breaking a
university record which had
stood for 50 years.
Another sensational

performance was turned in by
freshman long distance man Bob
Freamon. He started off his
afternoon by just being nosed
out in the mile while turning in a

great time of 4:32.7. He did not
have a long break before he ran
the three-mile event in 15:25.4,
establishing a new university
record.

Captain Mark Hylind aided the
cause with another fine meet as
he was a double winner, taking
both the 120-yard high and
440-yard intermediate hurdles.
Adding points to Hopkins' total
were Rick Nelson and Tony
Retikas who finished second in
the pole vault and the long jump
respectively.
The afternoon was then

marred by an untimely injury to
sophomore Bob Alworth as he
was running in the 880-yard
event. He will, unfortunately, not
be able to rejoin the team for the
remainder of the season and
represents a great loss to the
Jays.
Tomorrow afternoon will see

Hopkins face both Ursinus and
Dickinson while it will face
Washington College and Lebanon
Valley on Tuesday at Homewood
field with the events getting
underway at 2:00 and 3:00 on
respective days.
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UNATTACHED?

Seniors, maybe we can

match you up with an

interesting assignment in

the PEACE CORPS. Sec

your Career Placement

Office or call ACTION toll

free 800/424-8580 Ext.

38.

I Stuff Envelopes
$25.00 PER HUNDRED
Immediate Earnings

Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 612A
102 Charles Street
Boston, Mass. 02114

WORK STUDY STUDENTS

To do literature reference and related clerical work: typing and

scientific background helpful but not essential. Hours can be

arranged to suit students. Possibility also of summer employment

if satisfactory and eligible for work study.

Call Ms. Sutton, Financial Aid Extention 454

The beer from the Wild, Wild West... West Germany!

What were you doing
400 years ago today?
Beck's was brewing
Bremen's best beer. Still is.
Today's your day for Beck's.

Imported by Dribeck Corp., Forest Hills, N.Y.

Distributed in Maryland by F P . Winner, Ltd Baltimore, Md. 21207

Eye-catching packables to set
tongues wagging. In 100% machine
washable cotton: Colorfully printed
with famous Dannon Yogurt cups
in your favorite flavors.

Our reminders that
Dannon is packed with good.
taste and good-for-you
things. The natural yogurt
with no artificial anything.

Pick up a Dannon.
today. And pack-it-up in
a Dannon soon!
Dannon Yogurt
selected for use by

The Everything Sack —
21" x 25", with drawstring and red
wooden knobs. Holds anything from
socks and shirts to overnight ski and
camp gear. Sturdy, durable and colorful!
Tote Bag —
9" x 17", with jumbo zipper. Great for
lunch, cosmetics, overnight gear,
what-have-you. Take it to the beach,
to the slopes. Lightweight carryall for
anything, anywhere.

Only $2.50 each.

I-- NM IIIIM INN NMI MO NM IIMM 1111111111E 1111111111111111•1111•1111•1
• 

1

Dannon Yogurt, P.O. Box 2347,
I Reidsville, North Carolina 27322

Send me  _Everything Sacks
Send me  Tote Bags
For each one, here is $2.50 (check or money order).

Name

I Address

. City._._  State 7* 
O Good only in U.S.A. Void where prohibited. Add local taxes
Lwhere applicable. Offer expires June 30, 1976.

INN EN IIIII MN ME 111111111111111. MEN INN MIN INN MEI IIIIIIIIII

THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY ON CAMPUS

On Holy Thursday, April 15th,

the Community will celebrate a Eucharistic Paschal Meal

beginning at 7:00 p.m. in the Great Hall of the Student Union.

Donation: $2.50.

Reservations: call 243-7066 or" sign up"

at the Liturgies this

coming Sunday, April 11th.

Reservations: call 243-7066 or "sign up" at the litu

Liturgies this coming Sunday, April 11th.

MUSIC

University Baptist Church, 3501 North Charles Street,

cordially invites you to the performance of "The Seven 
Last

Words of Christ" by Theodore Dubois an Palm Sunday evcning
,

April 11th at 8:00 p.m.

In addition to the 60 voice choir, soloists will include 
the

following: Diane Lichtenberger, soprano; Je.nn Haughn,

contralto; Kevin King, tenor; Joseph Pearson, barit me; 
Gerrie

Elliott, harp; and Donald Elliott, viola. The free 
performance Is

under the direction of Willi ni Pan-uidge, inister of

Music-Organist.

You've
been there.
Mow you
can help
them.

They've got a long way to
go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with nomecne's help,
they'll make it. What thcy need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.

The Salesians of S.. John
Bosco were fot;nded in 1359 to
serve youth. Unlike oth( r orders whose apostolate has r 13 Iged
with varying conditions, the Salesians always he been -- and
will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare young-
st€ rs for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an (-1Eqi
task but one which we welcome.

And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil w;th reason. religion

and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.

As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help

the young in a wide range of endeavor ... a,.; guidance ( • tinsel-
crs, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists ... in boys clubs, summer camps ... as mili,ion-
aries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.

The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our short-
comings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest.

ous

I For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to:

•
Father Joseph, S.D.B. Room B-551

s 
alesians °FFilors Lane, West Haverstraw, N.Y. 10993ST. JOHN BOSCO

411 om mo um- am am ma 10

I am interested in the Priesthood Brotherhood ['

Name  Age 

Street Address 

City  State  Zip 

College Attending 

class of 
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Cold Cut Sub
Small Fries

Large Drink

$1.00
Dorm Snack Bar

Sun.-Sat. April 11-17

and Live Music
Sat. April 10

Glass Pavilion 
8:00-1:00

Benefit for Office of the Chaplain

MONTESSORI TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

JULY 5TH — AUGUST 27TH (ACADEMIC PHASE)

Masters's degree credit from American University, Washington, D.C. An

exciting Montessori educationsl program under recognized A.M.S. guidelines

for teaching children ages 3-6. Presented in the nations Capital during the

Bi entennial celebration.

Please write or call for brochure and application:

MID—ATLANTIC CENTER FOR MONTESSORI EDUCATION

1199QUINCE ORCHARD BLVD.

GAITHERSBURG, MARYLAND 20760

(301) 948-2556

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
INDIVIDUALIZED STUDY

PARIS LONDON
COLLEGE & GRADUATE COLLEGE & GRADUATE

STUDENTS STUDENTS

From $1,000.
to $4,270.

From $1,450.
to $5,560.

PROGRAMS

MADRID
COLLEGE & GRADUAT1

STUDENTS

From $1,000.
to $4,110.

Depending on options chosen & length of study

applications accepted until mid-summer

to, .0o,Ination, write RAB THORNTON, 221 East 90 Street, New York, N. Y. 10022

How to fly home in
the face of inflation.

Flying home economically
is simple when you take off
on Allegheny. And take ad-
vantage of the big choice of
discount air travel plans.
For instance:

The Liberty Fare.

You can go home and a lot
of other places besides, with
unlimited air travel at one,
low price. You get a choice of
plans, too. 7 days for 4135,
14 days for 4155, or 21 days
for 4185. Good everywhere we
fly, except Canada. Advance
purchase required.

Group 4 to 9*

Groups of 4 to 9 save up to
20% roundtrip between any
of our U.S. cities. Simply
make reservations and pur-
chase tickets 48 hours in
advance--and travel to-
gether. Our Group 10 Plan
saves larger groups up to
33-1/3% roundtrip.

Fares subject to change without notice.
'Effective April 1, 1976.

•••••••••

The Freedom Fare.

It's brand new, offering up
to 30% savings before June 1
and after September 15. Dur-
ing the summer season, the
discount is 20%. Freedom Fare
seating is limited on each
flight, so advance reserva-
tions and pre-purchaso of
tickets are required. Good
everywhere, except Canada.

The Weekend Plan.

Take off as early as 7 PM
Friday--return as late as
noon Monday and save up to
25% roundtrip between our
U.S. cities. Good anytime--
including holiday weekends
with advance reservations
and pre-purchase of tickets.

It's your move.

See your Travel Agent for
complete details on our dis-
count air travel plans. Or
call Allegheny. We'll show
you how to fly in the face
of inflation.

7,4froce--

Seek Fair
3121 ST. PAUL STREE1

PRONE 23 5-6 296

•

UNATTACHED?

Seniors, maybe we can

match you up with an

interesting assignment in

the PEACE CORPS. See

y on r Ca reer Placement

Office or call ACTION toll

free 800;424-8580 Ext.

38.

"How does
anybody
know
there's
a God?"
Clear explanations of His
law and presence help.
But proofs are even
better. These are what
many people have found
in Christian Science.

Why not find out more
about how real God is?
Visit our public Reading
Room. Come to a church
service. Or let your children
attend Sunday School.

We'd love to welcome you,
any time.

First Church of
Christ, Scientist
102 W. University Pkwy.

Sunday services 11 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m.
Sunday School 11 a.m.
Wednesday evening

meetings 8 p.m.
Reading Room located
at 3300 St. Paul St.

Singles
Discussion groups for singels

1st Unitarian Church

Parish Hall

Charles & Franklin Sts.

Every Friday Night

Doors Open 7:30 p.m.

Close 8:15

Parish Hall open to

12 midnight
$3.00 admission

This week & next

Special 2-for-1 night

April 23

711 you are tired of reading
women's novels (or biogra-
phies) which end in mad-
houses, gas ovens, car
crashes, leaps from open win-
dows — then read Colette.
She will not present a re-
touched picture of the world
or pretend that life is pain-
less. But she will show you
the pure and the impure,
the earthly paradise which
flourishes in an imperfect
world, the plerures to be
snatched from the jaws of
mortality':

— ERICA JONG, Ms Magazin,

THE PURE AND THE
IMPURE. $2.95
THE RIPENING SEED.

$2.95
THE TENDER SHOOT.

$3.95
THE SHACKLE. $2.95
CHERI AND THE LAST
OF CHERI. $2.95
GIGI/JULIE DE
CARNEILHAN/CHANCE
ACQUAINTANCES. $3.95
MY MOTHER'S HOUSE/
SID°. $2.95
THE VAGABOND. $2.95
BREAK OF DAY. $2.95
EARTHLY PARADISE.

$5.95
Now at your bookstore
FARRAR, STRAUS &
• • •

. •
GIROUX

isfiz

(#78641
ALLEGH NY Cr>
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